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ABSTRACT
The rising concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide to unprecedented levels has
prompted global initiatives to reduce carbon emissions from anthropogenic sources.
However, technologies to support these initiatives are somewhat limited and are not the
most economically advantageous for cost to capture ratios. Current strategies using liquid
amines are corrosive and have a significant thermal penalty for regeneration. There is a
need for a passive, efficient approach for carbon dioxide sequestration. Rather than
harnessing a chemical reaction, which requires added energy to release carbon dioxide and
reuse the sorbent, other materials that operate by a mechanism of physical interactions will
be explored.
Membranes are a low energy alternative for gas separations but require thoughtful
design to circumvent the inherent permeability-selectivity tradeoff. To mitigate this effect,
ionic liquids (ILs) were functionalized to enhance carbon dioxide selectivity between gases
of interest. Cations were designed to reduce cation-anion interactions and increase free
volume in efforts to enhance permeability, but gains were minimized due to increased
viscosity of the new ILs. New relationships between fractional free volume and gas
solubility were examined.
Mixed matrix mediums have recently gained prominence for their ability to bridge
the gap between permeability and selectivity. Ionic liquid absorbents are adept at
selectively separating light gases, while porous adsorbents with large surface areas have
high capacities at low partial pressures. Porous liquids are a new class of fluid sorbents that
combine the positive attributes of both components. Through judicious selection of the
liquid and dispersed colloidal solid, permanent cavities can be achieved in the liquid phase.
A porous liquid was created using zeolitic imidazolate framework nanocrystals
incorporated into a bulky ionic liquid. The composite exhibited distinct enhancements in
both gas solubility and selectivity.
In situ Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy measurements were conducted to
investigate the mode of carbon dioxide absorption in the porous liquids. While the liquid
iv

phase remains relatively unchanged, incorporation of carbon dioxide leads to slight
structural fluctuations in the porous solid and liquid. The presence of both dissolved and
gaseous carbon dioxide was detected, and preliminary quantitation was completed.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION
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1.1 Motivation
Measurements by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration have
shown that atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) is currently at the highest level compared to
recorded historical data, averaging 408 ppm worldwide in late 2018. According to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration 1,555 million metric tons of carbon dioxide was
produced in 2015 from coal fired power plants alone.1 The current technology for carbon
capture in industry is scrubbing with liquid amines. CO2 reacts in a 1:2 ratio with primary
amines forming a carbamate salt,2 and in the presence of water creates hydrogen
carbonate.3 The drawback of this method is the regeneration of the amine solvent takes
place at high temperatures and pressures creating a significant energy requirement. Also,
due to the corrosive nature and volatility of the solvent the process is not "green".
Environmental concerns have shown the need for more efficient, cost effective, and less
energy intensive carbon capture techniques.
A primary limitation for catch and release type systems are the overall energy
expenditures. Typically, the “best” sorbent materials have the strongest attractions due to
favorable, exothermic reaction pathways which are most effective during the initial
removal stage. These spontaneous chemical reactions with high enthalpy of adsorption,
low activation energies, and high molar capacities fit the need precisely for catching the
species of interest for removal. However, the more favorable the initial reaction, the less
favorable the reverse pathway becomes. Emissions streams are high volume systems and
therefore require processing of large quantities of gases. Engineering of these systems
necessitates a regeneration step to minimize the quantities of sorbent species required.
Endothermic processes are required to release the captured gas to regenerate and reuse
solvents.
The energy cost to clean the flue gas using traditional amine “scrubbers” can reduce
the power produced by 30% or more, making the process less efficient losing both time
and money. There is a need for a low energy, low cost alternative for carbon capture and
sequestration. Ideal systems must be optimized for both catch and release.
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1.2 Objectives
Before carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) can gain prominence and become
commercially viable, more research must be completed to create the most economically
feasible option. Therefore, investigating sorbent species with low enthalpy change and high
solubility will be one goal of this research. To this end, attention will be directed to physical
interactions with sorbents rather than chemical reactions. A variety of physical sorbents
have been investigated for carbon capture including porous materials, e.g. activated carbon
and metal organic frameworks, as well as unique solvents such as ionic liquids. In general,
porous materials allow for relatively high capacity but are limited by low selectivity. On
the contrary, ionic liquids are specifically tailored to the task allowing for high selectivity
but those that operate on physisorption tend to be limited by lower capacity.
The objective of this research will be to develop and characterize advanced
materials to find ideal characteristics between these tradeoffs. Prior research using ionic
liquids (ILs) has shown that molar volume and cation-anion interactions are important
factors in carbon dioxide solubility. These relationships prompt a series of questions aimed
to further optimize carbon capture technologies through a better understanding of the
physical and chemical interactions with the solute. Can a balance between strong attraction
and quick diffusion be achieved in ionic liquids? Can high free volume liquids be created?
Unique ILs were designed by integrating CO2-philic moieties in a nontraditional format to
interrogate this question. Some of the highest gas throughput is seen in high free volume
polymers. By increasing the internal voids in solution phase, can capacity and permeance
enhancements be achieved? Leveraging knowledge of both the benefits and limitations of
solid and liquid sorbents, designs for a “smart” sorbent from mixed matrix materials
attempt to harness these effects to promote synergy between different mediums. Further
studies will proceed to evaluate the structure and its evolution during the carbon capture
process.

3

1.3 Background on Separations
Some background to support the interrogation of these questions comes from
accepted theories which sought to answer similar questions focused on relatively simple
systems. One theory of molecular transport in liquids modelled the molecules as hard
spheres, while later works laid the foundation for understanding systems of increased
complexity. The relationships between diffusivity, fluidity, and free volume are now being
analyzed in novel systems. For membrane based separations, the product of solubility and
diffusivity describe the permeability.

1.3.1 Diffusion
One way to quantify transport properties is through Fick’s law of diffusion,4 which
describes the flux, J, of matter in a certain area over a given time interval.
𝐽 = −𝐷

𝑑𝑛
𝑑𝑥

where D is the diffusion coefficient, n is the number density of particles (molecules/m-3),
and x is the position. The rate of diffusion varies with the magnitude of the concentration
gradient with respect to position. In open spaces where the molecular mean free path
exceeds the diameter of the path the collisions are primarily with walls instead of other
molecules.5
𝐷𝐾,𝑖

𝑑 8𝑅𝑇 1/2
= (
)
3 𝜋𝑀𝑖

Here, Knudsen diffusion (DK) dominates, the diffusion of gases is inversely proportional
to the square root of the molecular mass (Mi). This type of transport is common in porous
mediums.
Diffusion within normal liquids with high number density per unit area can
furthermore be described as the random Brownian motion of molecules. Therefore, the
diffusion constant (DS-E) of a given material could instead be defined by the StokesEinstein equation,6 which relates the movement of a spherical particle to the fluidity of the
medium
4

𝐷𝑆−𝐸 =

𝑅𝑇
1
∙
𝑁𝐴 6𝜋𝜂𝑟

using the gas constant (R), temperature (T), and Avogadro’s number (NA), combined with
the viscosity of the diffusion medium (η) and the hydrodynamic radius of the particle (r).
Using this hard-sphere model, one can generate a graphical representation (Figure 1-1) of
the influence of viscosity on diffusivity. A variety of ionic liquids have been used
throughout this dissertation. These liquids have relatively high viscosity when compared
to water or ethylene glycol, therefore methods to enhance the diffusivity will be
subsequently discussed.
Cohen and Turnbull later proposed a free volume theory,7 on the basis that a
significant fraction of molecules are constantly in a transition state that allows for selfdiffusion, a movement that is governed by the presence of transient holes of that are
continually redistributing throughout the bulk phase. Their work is analogous to the fluidity
model of Stokes-Einstein but with more rigorous attention to physical equilibria and
distribution of intermolecular vacancies. In this case the diffusion coefficient was
dependent on the proportion of holes greater than a critical volume (v*) and their possible
overlapping regions (γ) in relation to the total free volume (vf) at a given temperature (T).
Additional prefactors were included to account for geometric (g) parameters of a given
molecule with diameter a*.
𝐷=

1
𝑔𝑎∗ 𝑇 2

𝑒

−𝛾𝑣 ∗
𝑣𝑓

𝑣𝑓 = 𝛼𝑣̅𝑚 (𝑇 − 𝑇0 ) − 𝛽𝑣̅𝑝 𝛥𝑃
The free volume can be further defined using the average values of the thermal expansion
coefficient (α) and molecular volume (𝑣̅𝑚 ) at a given temperature range and the average
compressibility (β) and molecular volume (𝑣̅𝑝 ) at a specific pressure interval (ΔP).
While all these findings are based on simple systems with predominately van der
Waals forces, they stand as a frame of reference for discussion in later parts of the text. The
gases of interest flow along concentration gradients, while their diffusion is primarily
controlled by molecular mass in large open spaces, and by viscosity and free volume in
5
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Figure 1-1. Plot of the Stokes-Einstein relationship between viscosity and diffusivity
for carbon dioxide (330 pm diameter). To provide a frame of reference, points
extrapolated are from literature viscosity values for water and ethylene glycol
representing species of different fluidity.
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fluids and other dense mediums. The concept of free volume has continually been a focus
of those in the field of membrane separations and has allowed for a better understanding
of mass transport through polymer films. Herein, it will allow us new insights to similar
systems including ionic liquids and mixed matrix sorbents.

1.3.2 Sorbents
There are two primary classes of sorbents which depend on the mode in which
sorption occurs and the interactions with the sorbate molecule. Adsorption is distinctly an
interfacial process and is limited to monolayer surface coverage. When the sorbate extends
past this interface and is incorporated into the sorbent on bulk scale, it is known as
absorption. Frequently, both adsorption and absorption may occur and in this situation a
more generic descriptor, sorption, may be used.
One of the most well-known adsorption models can be described by monolayer gas
sorption onto a uniform surface with identical sites and no sorbate-sorbate interactions.
This type of Langmuir isotherm can be represented solely by surface coverage or fractional
loading, θ, where K is the equilibrium constant and p is the partial pressure of adsorbate
gas.
𝜃=

𝐾𝑝
1 + 𝐾𝑝

The Langmuir adsorption, by definition, is limited to a statistical monolayer. However,
after initial surface coverage, multilayer coverage can occur due to sorbate-sorbate
interactions and capillary condensation. Additional parameters relating to differences in
surface sites and porosity can be determined with knowledge of the excess adsorbate.
For absorption measurements when the amount absorbed is low, the system can be
considered at infinite dilution. In this regime, Henry’s law applies and the solubility
coefficient (S), also known as Henry’s constant, can be determined
𝐶 = 𝑆𝑝
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from the concentration (C) and the partial pressure (p). Henry’s constants are readily used
in the field of molecular solvents and ionic liquids. However, the most unified presentation
of data is using mole fractions rather than concentrations.
Regular solution theory (RST) has been commonly used to describe binary mixtures
where the energies deviate from ideal solutions and the enthalpy of mixing is nonzero due
to differences in interactions between the two species.4 In real or regular solutions where
the solute-solvent interactions are stronger than the interactions of the individual
components with themselves, this leads to an exothermic heat of mixing. Hildebrand
defined solubility parameters for the solvent (δ1) and solute (δ2) using the enthalpy of
mixing (ΔH) and the volume fraction of solvent (φ1) and molar volume of solute (V2).8-9
Δ𝐻 = 𝜙12 𝑉2 (𝛿1 − 𝛿2 )2
𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝 1/2
𝛿=(
)
𝑉𝑚
Where the solubility parameter is dependent on both the energy of vaporization (Evap) and
the molar volume (Vm) of the solvent. Noble’s group has had success fitting traditional
liquids using a modified version of these RST equations using Henry’s constants.10
However, using RST is not so simple with ionic liquids since the vapor pressure is so small.
The energy of vaporization for ILs is not easily determined making the solubility parameter
difficult to calculate. Camper proposed using the Kapustinskii equation to simplify the
equation using only the molar volume.11 The relationship between solubility and molar
volume will be further addressed in Chapter 3.

1.3.3 Membranes
Cycling of liquid sorbents is a known strategy for executing CCS, however the large
quantity of sorbent can be cost prohibitive. Therefore, another method for implementation
of liquid sorbents can be in supported liquid membranes (SLMs). Traditional SLMs have
more drawbacks due to volatility of the liquid phase. However, in the case of ionic liquids
with negligible vapor pressures evaporation is no longer a problem.
8

A key factor in membrane separations is the overall permeability, which is a
quantification of the analyte's ability to pass through the membrane medium. The ideal
permeability (Pa) of a membrane is determined via the gas flux (J) through a membrane of
thickness (l) over a certain pressure drop (Δp). The ratio of the more permeable species (a)
to the less permeable species (b) is known as the selectivity coefficient (αab).
𝑃𝑎 = 𝐽

𝑙
∆𝑝

𝛼𝑎𝑏 =

𝑃𝑎
𝑃𝑏

The ideal gas separation membrane would have high values of both permeability
and selectivity. However, typically the easier it is for gases to flow through a membrane,
the less selective it becomes. This tradeoff between the permeability and selectivity of a
membrane was well studied. In 1991 Robeson assembled data for the separation of various
light gases through polymer membranes and coined the terminology "the upper bound" for
the slope n of the line of which virtually all known measurements fell below.12 This line
represents the correlation between the permeability (Pa), the selectivity (αab), and the 'front
factor' (k).
𝑛
𝑃𝑎 = 𝑘𝛼𝑎𝑏

Robeson's publication provided a clear goal for those in the field of membrane gas
separations, to surpass the upper bound. The substantial growth that followed is apparent
and a new upper bound (Figure 1-2) was published in 2008.13 While the boundary is listed
for polymeric membranes, it provides a great frame of reference for analyzing other
supported liquid membranes as well.
In general, polymeric films have some of the highest recorded permeability due to
large free volumes but are limited by low selectivity between gases. Task specific ionic
liquids can be tailored to achieve some of the highest selectivity values between gases,
making the nonvolatile liquids a great option for supported liquid membranes. However,
ILs have relatively high viscosity which limits the diffusivity of gases and therefore only
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Figure 1-2. Robeson plot of polymer membranes (reproduced from Reference13)
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moderately high permeabilities are achieved. One promising strategy to get around the
permeability-selectivity tradeoff is the use of mixed matrix materials. Chapters 4 and 5
investigate the use of complementary materials to create next generation sorbents.
Additionally, since permeability is directly proportional to thickness, the analysis of
nanoscale membranes could provide insight to unique features opposed from their bulk
counterparts. This approach is explored through the creation of atomically thin membranes
in Chapter 2.

1.4 Membrane Permeability Analysis
To test the permeation properties of membrane materials, a custom built apparatus
was used.14 The membrane test system consists of a cell in which the membrane to be
examined is placed as a separator across which the flux is recorded via pressure transducer
(Figure 1-3). Membranes are equilibrated in the sample chamber under vacuum to outgas
and desorb any gases present. An assortment of gas lines are connected via a ballast system
with a pressure gauge, as shown, for a static measurement. Alternatively, mass flow
controllers can be connected to the feed side of the sample cell for a dynamic mixed gas
measurement. Multiple Swagelok ball valves or needle valves are strategically placed
throughout the manifold system. This allows for a specified pressure or concentration of
gas to be applied on the feed side of the membrane, while the downstream side remains
evacuated prior to measurement. A pressure transducer on the permeate side of the sample
chamber records the change in pressure over time. From these measurements, the gas
permeance through the membrane can be determined.
For reference, raw data from the test system pressure transducer is presented in
(Figure 1-4). The data acquisition system is initialized at concurrent timing as the opening
of the ballast valve. Following the dosing of gases into the analysis chamber, there is a
clear time delay before an increase in pressure is recorded. This “lag time” correlates to the
time each gas requires to penetrate the membrane medium. Different samples will have
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Figure 1-3. Schematic of membrane permeability test system
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Figure 1-4. Raw data from membrane test system, a plot of pressure vs time. The
initial lag time of 1-2 minutes accounts for the gas diffusion through the membrane,
followed by a linear slope
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varying lag times, which can be correlated to the diffusivity of the gas through the
membrane. For most light gases such as the ones in question, CO2 and N2 – as well as
several others like CH4, H2, and O2 – the diffusivity in ionic liquids is quite similar.
Permeation of supported ionic liquid membranes operates on the same principle as polymer
membranes, through a solution diffusion mechanism (Figure 1-5). Therefore, the
determining factor of increased selectivity in the membranes is primarily due to the
differences in solubility between the two gases.
For supported liquid membranes, both the porosity and tortuosity of the porous
support must be taken into consideration to isolate the features of the liquid. This can be
determined by infiltration of a known reference material to determine the tortuosity or
curvature in the porous path. Subsequently, the area and thickness of the ionic liquid are
determined for the composite membrane. Two methods of determining the membrane area
have been used. For large specimens, high-resolution digital calipers were used to measure
the diameter at several positions around the circular membrane. However, even using an
average from multiple measurements there is inherent uncertainty in area due to nonuniform epoxy coverage. Therefore, a new strategy was adopted using computer image
analysis. Photographs of the membrane and a ruler were captured and processed using
ImageJ. The ruler was used to create a digital scalebar, and a sufficient number of points
around the circumference of the membrane were selected to create an accurate rendering
of the membrane shape. The software was then used to calculate the area enclosed by these
points. Membrane thickness was determined using a micrometer. Further details on the
permeability and selectivity calculations are provided in Chapter 3.

1.5 Isothermal Gas Sorption
There are two primary methods to experimentally record a gas adsorption isotherm,
which are named according to the detection method. The first is a manometric technique
where pressures are recorded, while the second is a gravimetric technique where mass is
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Figure 1-5. Graphic depicting the solution diffusion process of transport through the
membrane.
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recorded. Each have their own benefits and special considerations necessary for best
measuring practices which will be discussed in the following sections.
Regardless of the analysis technique, proper preparation of the sample prior to
measurement is incredibly important. A preliminary outgassing procedure is required to
obtain an accurate analysis of the sample capacity, where any atmospheric sorbate species
are removed. Primary contaminants include both surface and bulk sorbed gases and water.
Desorption of these species can be accomplished at elevated temperatures under flow of
inert gas, but the chosen temperature should remain sufficiently below the region of
thermal instability. Flowing inert gas is adequate for most samples, however outgassing
the sample under vacuum may be necessary to if there are ultramicropores with diameters
approaching the molecular cross section of the desired adsorbate gas.
A variety of manometric adsorption instrumentation has been used including:
Micromeritics Tristar 3000, Micromeritics Gemini VII, Micromeritics 3-flex, and
Quantachrome Autosorb-1. Additionally, the Hiden Intelligent Gravimetric Analyzer was
used for absorption experiments. Each of these instruments operates by dosing prescribed
volumes of the analysis gas, followed by an equilibration time, and then measurement of
the equilibrated cell pressure or mass. Specific intervals of relative pressures are selected
to produce a gas adsorption isotherm, from which several sample parameters can be
distinguished.

1.5.1 Manometric Analysis
The manometric, also referred to as volumetric, method is the most commonly
employed for surface area and porosity analyzers. Due to their most common use they are
frequently given the misnomer of “BET” due corresponding to the Brunauer-EmmettTeller (BET) fitting of the resulting dataset. These instruments provide an ideal setup for
measurements at cryogenic temperatures since there is direct contact between sample
container and thermostatic bath. These instruments are suited to examine low pressures
with starting values as low as 10-7 torr. Equipped with high resolution parani gauges and
16

one or more additional transducers, these instruments are well suited for sub-monolayer to
multilayer measurements but are pressure limited to 1 bar due to the glass sample tubes.
With current manometric setups it is difficult to obtain kinetic data or monitor sample
equilibration, however multiple samples can be analyzed at a time using a common
manifold.
As with other analytical measurements, the sample size is dependent on
concentration. To obtain reasonable data one must not under or over load the instrument
with an inappropriate amount of sample. For reliable measurements, a minimum of 20-50
m2 of surface area should be used for an adsorption experiment. Either prior knowledge of
similar samples or repeat measurements are typically required. For low surface area
materials high masses are necessary, while only small masses are needed for high surface
area materials. Predominately high surface area samples will be investigated throughout
this research, for example a surface area of 400+ m2/g necessitates sample sizes on the
order of 100 mg or less. Reducing the area analyzed allows for equilibrium to be established
sooner and provides a quicker analysis, however it is important to maintain enough sample
so that it is representative of the bulk material.
Mass measurements are recorded before and after sample preparation but are
completed ex-situ which allow for potential sample contamination and can affect the
reliability in mass measurements. The mechanism of both dosing and measuring pressure
can introduce propagated errors in measurement, which can be exacerbated by changing
cold and warm volumes. Most experiments are conducted at sub-ambient to cryogenic
temperatures where evaporation of the cooling agent creates difficulties in measurement.
Effects can be mitigated by reducing the empty volume in the sample tubes with the
addition of glass filler rods and adding isothermal jackets which use capillary action to
wick the receding cryostat to the same level on the sample tube.

Void Volume. Prior to analysis, each cell containing the sample must be calibrated
by a void volume determination. Each of the instruments have the option to measure void
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volume using the nonadsorbing gas, helium. The void volume or dead space is determined
by independent measurements of the warm and cold free space:
𝑉𝑊𝐹𝑆 =

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑛
𝑃1
× ( − 1) × 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑑
𝑇1
𝑃2

𝑉𝐶𝐹𝑆 =

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑛
𝑃1
× ( − 1) × 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑑
𝑇2
𝑃3

Where VWFS and VCFS are the volumes of warm and cold free space, respectively, and Vman
is the manifold volume all in units of cm3 at standard temperature, Tstd, of 273.13 K. The
temperatures, T1 and T2, are the manifold temperature prior to the helium dose and after
raising the Dewar and equilibrating with helium, also in Kelvin. The pressures P1 and P2
are the manifold pressures in mmHg before and after dosing helium onto the sample and
P3 is the pressure after raising the Dewar and equilibrating with helium. Following the
determination of the warm and cold free space, the sample cell is evacuated, and the
isotherm measurement can begin. For samples with pores less than 2 nm consideration
must be taken of when this measurement is completed since helium can become entrapped
in these tiny pores. This could require an additional outgassing and measurement, or
alternatively the free space determination can be completed post analysis. Data recorded
during these measurements are absolute pressures for the sample cell and a reference
station and quantity adsorbed at standard temperature and pressure.

Surface Area and Porosity. The most common application of this technique in the
literature is nitrogen adsorption at 77 K. From the adsorption isotherm, the surface area of
the sample can be determined as well as the porosity. With this measurement the BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) surface area can be calculated, following the generation of a “BET
plot” where n is the specific amount adsorbed at the relative pressure p/p°
𝑝⁄𝑝°
𝐶−1
1
(𝑝⁄𝑝°) +
=
𝑛(1 − 𝑝⁄𝑝°)
𝑛𝑚 𝐶
𝑛𝑚 𝐶
the monolayer capacity (nm) can be determined, and C is a constant related to energy of
adsorption.15-16 The linear region of the plot is usually around p/p° 0.1-0.3 for mesoporous
materials, but in the presence of micropores it shifts to much lower relative pressures.
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Accurate selection of the proper BET region can be confirmed using the Rouquerol
criterion.17 From here, the monolayer capacity can be used to determine the BET surface
area (as) for a the test sample of mass (m) using the cross-sectional area of the adsorbate
molecule (σm).
𝑎𝑠 =

𝑛𝑚 𝐿𝜎𝑚
𝑚

The data not only provides details on the surface area but can also yield information
on the size distribution of the porosity. The Kelvin equation can be used to provide detail
on the meoporosity due to capillary condensation. For smaller pores, using a thickness plot,
t-plot, and nonporous reference curve can be used to determine the micropore volume

1.5.2 Gravimetric Analysis
While manometric analysis is aptly suited for analysis at cryogenic temperatures,
gravimetric analysis is preferred by many because its instrumental design incorporates a
stainless-steel reactor vessel capable of high-pressure measurements. Another advantage
of this setup is that samples can be activated or outgassed in-situ and be monitored in real
time. The testing apparatus consists of a tungsten hang down wire that holds the sample
bucket opposite a similar setup for the counterweight. The gravimetric microbalance
monitors the mass change over time and sample equilibrium can be determined precisely.
Each measurement is independent of the former, generating discrete values where the
potential for errors in weighing are diminished and propagated errors are eliminated.
Additionally, since the detector records the mass over time, this method is useful to
simultaneously study the kinetics of adsorption. Gravimetric analysis is rarely used in
surface area determinations due to the instrument setup, since the sample container is
suspended inside a reactor vessel it is therefore more difficult to obtain reliable cryogenic
temperatures throughout the duration of the measurement. Again, multiple transducers
allow for a wide range of measurement pressures from as low as 10-7 torr up to 20 or 150
bar, depending on the instrument. While the gravimetric method can provide a more precise
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measurement, additional considerations of buoyancy effects must be made especially at
high pressures.

Buoyancy Correction. At high pressure it is important to consider the entire system
in which the total force, ftot, has two components. The first is the downward force of the
sample, fs, due to the sample mass, ms, and acceleration due to gravity, g. The second is the
upward force from buoyancy, fbuoy. The theory behind the buoyancy correction is
Archimedes’ principle, where the buoyancy is determined using the density of the sample
and gas respectively, ρs and ρg, both of which are dependent on the measurement
temperature and pressure.
𝑓𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑓𝑠 − 𝑓𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦
𝜌𝑔
𝑓𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑚𝑠 𝑔 − 𝑚𝑠 𝑔 ( )
𝜌𝑠
For accurate corrections at high pressures, the density of both the sample and the
gas must be known precisely. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
database for thermophysical properties of fluid systems has accurate data for the gases used
here.

1.6 Organization of Dissertation
In Chapter 1, an introduction to the research motivation and objectives was
discussed along with some background information. Additionally, an overview of the
methods and strategy in data analysis were addressed with comments on important
practices in measurement and considerations for design of experiments.
Chapter 2 outlines the progression through early projects including the creation and
optimization of ultrathin membranes. Additional alternative methods were identified to
enhance quick permeation, and connections were made to the current state of the project.
Chapter 3 focuses on a series of new bicyclic ionic liquids used in supported ionic
liquid membranes for gas separation. Through thoughtful synthetic design, these new ILs
20

possess high free volume in a more compact molar volume than traditional ILs. The
juxtaposition of bicyclic amidine ILs and alkyl imidazolium ILs allows insight into
previously unrecognized relationships between the IL structure and gas permeation
properties.
Chapter 4 investigates the incorporation of free volume into the liquid phase by
molecular engineering a composite fluid. This new system, termed a porous liquid,
incorporates solid porous materials into a non-penetrating liquid medium in a colloidal
suspension. This incorporation of intrinsic permanent porosity allows for significant
enhancement of gas storage compared to the pure liquid.
Chapter 5 further probes the mechanism of CO2 sorption the into the porous liquid
via in-situ FTIR at low to moderate pressures. Upon examination of the spectral features
from the individual precursors the liquid phase shows no differences upon sorption, while
the porous framework structure is clearly changing. Interestingly, differences in the carbon
dioxide signal could provide preliminary insights to its unique phase behavior in the three
different mediums.
Chapter 6 provides a summary of the current state of the project, including key
findings and perspective on future directions for continued research.
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2.1 Dense Membranes
For carbon capture and sequestration, the most viable option would be the least
energy intensive. Membranes provide a passive solution with a minimal footprint. Ionic
liquids (ILs) are attractive because their selectivity is primarily dependent on solubility and
the ideal selectivity is similar to the mixed gas selectivity. Supported ionic liquid
membranes (SILMs) because they can be tailored in many ways. Different structural
supports with no native selectivity of their own can impart unique effects when holding the
same ionic liquid due to interactions at the solid-liquid interface. In the literature, the most
commonly used supports are commercially available porous polymer and inorganic
membranes. Ionic liquids are held inside these porous supports via adhesion due to
capillary forces, so if pore sizes are too large, high transmembrane pressures can be
detrimental. Increased pressure drops are capable of pushing IL out of macroporous
supports, so a transition to smaller diameter mesopores should provide stronger forces to
hold the IL in the support.1 Enhancements in transmembrane stability are important, but
should not be at the expense of overall flux. For relevant applications, such as flue gas
CCS, the gas throughput needs to be high. Therefore, materials with large permeability are
becoming increasingly important. One of our goals is to develop new SILMs with greater
permeability by increasing the free volume through decreased cation/anion interactions.
These SILMs will be discussed further in Chapter 3.

2.2 Atomically Thin 2-D Membranes
Task specific ionic liquids are known for having good specificity and higher
selectivity between species than traditional polymer membranes. Still, even SILMs for gas
separations are limited by the distinct permeability/selectivity tradeoff. The dense films
cannot reach the high flux that some polymers can achieve. The ultimate goal for efficiency
is to create a highly permeable membrane that maintains its selectivity. Since permeance
is inversely proportional to the thickness, an ideal membrane would be ultra-thin but also
very strong. The properties of graphene make it an ideal candidate for an atomically thin
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yet durable membrane.2 Since pristine graphene is impermeable, sub-nanometer size holes
must be created to make the graphene porous. Methods to create these holes include ion
bombardment or oxygen plasma exposure. The porous graphene can then be used as a
support for task specific ionic liquids with high carbon dioxide solubility. Each of these
tasks are independently feasible – creation of defect free graphene, the addition of porosity
to graphene, and using ionic liquids to impart selectivity in less selective medium. This
section will further describe the successes and challenges during the creation of
macroscopically supported 2-D graphene membranes.

2.2.1 Graphene Synthesis and Characterization
Some of the earliest preparations of graphene were completed via micromechanical
cleavage3 or exfoliation of graphite followed by reduction of graphene oxide.4 Preparation
via these methods creates flakes of graphene with significant defects, which is not desirable
for creating large area single-layer graphene. For this reason, a technique using metal
catalysts in chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of carbon precursors to create graphene.
Nickel was one of the first metal catalysts, but its high carbon solubility often yielded
multilayer graphene with small domain sizes. The work of Li et al5 in 2009 was the first to
show that a large area of predominately single-layer graphene could be achieved by using
a copper foil catalyst in the CVD process instead. This method prompted subsequent
publications from others optimizing conditions including temperature and methane partial
pressure,6 the hydrogen flow,7 and the role of surface oxygen8 to improve upon the quality
of graphene.
According to Vlassiouk, the surface preparation of the copper catalyst9 has
significant effects on the nucleation and growth of graphene. Therefore, prior to CVD a
rigorous solvent cleaning will be implemented, followed by electropolishing in
concentrated phosphoric acid. Polishing the copper provides a smoother catalyst surface
which can help reduce the number of nucleation sites, yielding larger domains. There are
many procedures in the literature with slight variations in the annealing and growth process
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which are somewhat system dependent10. Since sublimation of copper can be an issue in
low-pressure CVD, the temperature was limited to 1000 °C while anneal and growth times
were limited between 30-60 minutes. A variety of flow rates and partial pressures will be
examined to determine which produces the best quality graphene.
Allotropes of carbon are most commonly characterized by their Raman signal.
There are three peaks of significant importance: the graphitic peak around 1580 cm-1 (Gband), the 2D-peak around 2700 cm-1 (also called G'-band), and the defect peak at 1350
cm-1 (D-band). Pristine single-layer graphene has several distinct Raman characteristics1112

. There is a sharp G-band at ~1585 cm-1 and symmetric shaped 2D-band at ~2680 cm-1

with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of approximately 30cm-1. The ratio of intensities
for these two peaks is approximately 1:2 respectively. In pristine single-layer graphene, the
defect peak should be absent. Initial Raman characterization of the graphene was
completed while on the Cu catalyst. While the signal-to-noise ratio is quite poor, this
allowed for verification of the presence of graphene without additional processing
methods. Following initial verification, a better analysis of quality can be obtained from
graphene transferred to a silicon wafer, using the polymer transfer method that will
subsequently be described. With the signal to noise ratio improved, the presence or absence
of the defect peak can be determined.
In addition to spectroscopic analysis, microscopy can be used for confirmation of
graphene quality as well. The scanning electron microscope was resolution limited at
approximately 10 nm but still capable of resolving larger features such as the graphene
domains, grain boundaries, and the presence or absence of multilayer areas. For analysis
of smaller features, a scanning transmission electron microscope can be used with resolving
power in the sub-nanometer range. This allows for the imaging of the small defects or pores
created by the oxygen plasma.
After spectroscopic analysis, it appears that defect free single-layer graphene has
been synthesized using a low-pressure CVD protocol. Ideal conditions involve a 30 minute
anneal in hydrogen and a 30 minute growth in a hydrogen/methane mix at 1000 °C,
followed by a fast cooldown in flowing hydrogen. Characterization of graphene via Raman
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spectroscopy (Figure 2-1) shows the 2D-band at 2686 cm-1 with FWHM of 31 cm-1, Gband at 1589 cm-1, peak intensity ratio I2D/IG ~ 2, and the absence of a defect peak at 1350
cm-1. Graphene was transferred onto a silicon wafer and examined via the SEM. The image
in Figure 2-1 shows predominately single-layer graphene. The darker lines through the
image show the grain boundaries and the small dark regions are nucleation sites where an
additional layer of graphene started to form. To reduce the number of these double-layer
regions two methods are being tested: increasing the rate of the cooldown and removing
the flow of carbon precursor during cooldown.

2.2.2 Graphene Transfer and Removal of CVD Catalyst
While CVD is one of the easiest ways to create single-layer graphene with large
domain size, it poses an additional challenge when the graphene is desired without the
copper substrate. The typical process for removing the copper catalyst is via chemical
etching in either a solution of acidic iron (III) chloride or an ammonium persulfate solution.
However, once removed from the copper, the single layer of graphene is delicate and prone
to damage in subsequent rinsing and transfer processes. There have been two main
techniques developed to allow for a more intact transfer.
One transfer method is conducted in a basic pressing manner where the graphene
is placed in conformal contact with the desired substrate, such as a polycarbonate track
etch membrane.13 One caveat to this method is that the desired final substrate must be
sufficiently hydrophobic so the interface between graphene/substrate does not wet during
the copper removal process, and it is limited to substrates that will not be damaged by the
etchant solution. A similar method uses polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as a stamp14-15
which supports the graphene during etching (Figure 2-2). Stamping is applicable for
transfers to a wider variety of substrates. Also commonly used is a support method where
a very thin layer of polymer16 is coated on top of the graphene/copper via spin coating or
similar methods. The polymer layer is cured and then serves as a structural support during
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Figure 2-2. Photographs of: A) copper foil before (left) and after (right)
electropolishing, B) CVD tube furnace and mass flow controllers, C) glow from 1000
°C furnace during CVD of graphene, D) PDMS covered copper foil in etchant bath,
E) PMMA coated graphene on silicon wafers, F) graphene on porous filter
membrane, G) oxygen plasma etching of graphene
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the etching process. Post etching, the polymer assist layer must be removed upon placement
on the final substrate. Therefore, the polymer and its corresponding solvent used for
removal must be chosen so they are compatible with the final substrate. Removing residual
polymer from the transfer can be problematic, so thermal annealing is sometimes necessary
for complete removal. When using a rigid and nonporous substrate, the transfer is uniform
with minimal added defects, however if the substrate is a flexible or porous medium
transfer defects become more apparent.
Two distinct testing strategies were envisioned to create the atomically thin
graphene/IL composite membrane. A small-scale proof of concept method was to suspend
graphene over a single micrometer scale hole in a non-porous support such as a silicon
wafer or stainless steel pinhole aperture. Graphene domain sizes can be on the order of 50
μm and larger depending on the synthesis conditions. Therefore, using a 5 μm pinhole, the
odds of having a single domain cover the entire opening are quite good. This should reduce
the impact of grain boundaries or defects, providing a pristine layer of graphene support
that is nonporous. Subsequently, the oxygen plasma can be used to create a random
assortment of nanopores to which ionic liquids can be added.

2.2.3 Graphene Membrane Assembly and Testing
Starting with the proof of concept strategy, graphene was transferred over a 5 μm
hole in a Si wafer (Figure 2-3). The quality of transfers to a silicon wafer setup were
checked by both SEM and Raman. Approximately 40 percent of the silicon wafer samples
showed the intact transfer of the single layer graphene over the hole. A representation of
both a good quality transfer and broken sheet of graphene are seen in Figure 2-3, where a
thin layer can be seen suspended over the hole in the SEM image. For the pinholes
successfully covered with graphene, the initial Raman spectra shows no presence of a
defect peak (Figure 2-3.D, black line). After confirmation from both optical and
spectroscopic methods, the wafers were tested in gas permeation chambers. As expected,
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Figure 2-3. A) graphical side-view representation of the composite membrane using
a silicon wafer with one hole, B&C) top-down SEM images of graphene covering 5
μ

hole one intact (B) and one broken (C) with residual polymer contamination, D)

Raman spectra of intact graphene over hole before (black) and after (red) oxygen
plasma treatment showing appearance of the defect peak at 1350 cm-1
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there was negligible gas transport upon loading of 20 kPa of both CO2 and N2 gases,
another confirmation of the hole being blocked by the graphene sheet. The samples were
then exposed to various lengths of oxygen plasma etching in half second intervals from
0.5-5 seconds. Following 1.5 seconds of treatment, the defect peak at 1350 cm-1 becomes
clearly present in the Raman spectrum (Figure 2-3.D, red line) due to the creation of holes
in the graphene sheet. The wafers were loaded once again into the permeation chamber for
gas testing, however there was no difference in the transport properties from the baseline
measurements. One cause for the lack of permeation could be due to residual PMMA
contamination blocking the holes. Another possibility could be due to the reduced
dimensions of the overall membrane, the resolution of our system may not be high enough
to monitor the changes.
Moving forward, the large-scale alternative was to support a large area of graphene
on a porous polymer membrane like those used for traditional SILMs (Figure 2-4).
Although the polymer assist layer provided stability during transfer, the numerous
additional steps required in the transfer the process tend to impart more intrinsic defects in
the final graphene.13, 17 Additionally, the high pore density of the membrane filters lead to
imperfect adhesion, which caused more defects in the late stages of testing. Throughout the
course of research, a variety of commercial filters were used for structural supports
including polycarbonate, polytetrafluoroethylene, and alumina. The most pristine transfers
were achieved from conformal contact of the graphene onto polycarbonate during etching.
Seemingly successful transfers of the single-layer graphene onto porous polycarbonate
membranes appeared to have no large defects under preliminary SEM investigation
(Figure 2-4.E). Those that showed initial promise were tested with 20 kPa of CO2 and N2
but were found to have very fast transport with similar permeance as the structural
polycarbonate support. With this information, it was clear there were larger defects present
below the resolution limit of the SEM. Assuming these defects were small enough, on the
order of a few nanometers, they might be acceptable since nanopores were going to be
created via oxygen plasma etching18 to make add porosity to the graphene. Therefore,
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Figure 2-4. A) graphical side-view representation of the composite membrane using
commercial filter, B) polycarbonate track etch membrane filters – top-down SEM
image from Sterlitech, C&D) top-down photograph of two transfers of single-layer
graphene to polycarbonate, E&F) top-down SEM image of graphene coated
polycarbonate before (E) and after (F) adding IL
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rather than using the plasma to etch holes, the native defects alone were examined as pores
to contain the IL.
The area of the exposed membranes was calculated, and an aliquot of dilute IL was
added to create a layer approximately 6 μm thick to ensure all defects were thoroughly
coated. The gas transport of the composite membranes was 1.54 x 10-9 mol/m² Pa s for CO2
and 5.44 x 10-11 mol/m² Pa s for N2, (permeability of 28 and 1 respectively using 6 μm as
the thickness) with a selectivity of 29. This selectivity was slightly higher than the
selectivity of 23 reported for a traditional SILM of [emim][Tf2N].19 Based on the gas
permeance analysis, the IL appeared to block the defective sites and the composite
membrane showed early promise. After the ionic liquid addition and gas permeability tests,
SEM images were obtained again (Figure 2-4.F). Unfortunately, either during the gas
pressurization across the membrane or loading of the ionic liquid, large cracks and tears
were generated measuring several micrometers in size.
Additional membranes were assembled, but all showed increased damage in the
post-test imaging. Gas testing yielded fluctuating permeability values while maintaining
relatively consistent selectivity values, due variable coverage of intact graphene and the IL
being incorporated into the support in defective areas. Due to the nature of the electron
microscopy analysis, it is difficult to examine the same exact regions of the large scale
membranes before and after testing. To mitigate any holes prior to moving forward, new
strategies were applied to fill potential gaps. Previously, Karnik’s group has repaired tears
in graphene via interfacial polymerization of nylon to fill any voids.20 Rather than using
nylon, an alternative patch could be generated by creating a secondary layer that is similar
in chemical composition.
Recently, mussel inspired biomimetic films have been popular since the autopolymerization of polydopamine has been found to create a thin conformal coating on a
wide variety of substrates through a simple immersion method.21-22 A ten millimolar
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane buffer was created at pH 8.5 for the immersion bath
since the reaction proceeds in alkaline conditions.23 Thickness of the coating is determined
by the duration of immersion. In this case, the graphene will float on the surface and only
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one side is coated. The best concentration of dopamine was 2 milligrams per milliliter of
buffer, and the dopamine coating of graphene was completed immediately following the
DI water rinse after removal of the copper catalyst. Figure 2-5 includes optical microscopy
images following dopamine coating. It seems the repair is only successful when a thermal
treatment is used to remove the PMMA transfer layer.
In many regards, the it has been shown that the PMMA transfer layer causes more
problems than benefits. Therefore, a more sensible alternative would be to use a dualpurpose polymer layer rather than the sacrificial layer of PMMA which is difficult to
remove. Instead of functioning solely as a temporary support, if a highly porous or high
permeability polymer was used, it could remain on the graphene to act as the final substrate
for membrane analysis. This in situ creation of a structural support would reduce the
number of steps required in the graphene transfer process. By eliminating extra steps, the
additional defects can be avoided, and pristine graphene should remain.
Porous polymer films can be created via phase inversion following casting directly
onto the graphene while still on the copper catalyst. Morphological control of the polymer
porosity can be adjusted by adjusting the ratio of volumes between solvent and nonsolvent
in the casting solution.24 Results can further be tailored through dry or wet phase inversion
changing the resultant symmetry of the final membrane.25 Attempts to create a phase
inversion porous PMMA membrane were conducted since it is both frequently used for
graphene transfer, and there are previously reported phase diagrams for a variety of ternary
and quaternary blends.26-27 A mixture was selected to yield a membrane with prior reports
of high air and water flux.
The quaternary mixture consisted of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA 120,000
g/mol), poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO 20,000 g/mol), tetrahydrofuran, and water in a weight
ratio of 18/3/76/3. Preliminary tests were completed on a glass substrate. After casting the
blend with a doctor blade, a hexane coagulation bath was used.26 A cross section of the
resulting film was examined by SEM before and after PEO removal by solvent extraction
in a 60 °C water bath (Figure 2-6). The enhanced porosity upon removal of PEO was
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Figure 2-5. Dopamine coated graphene. Images captured from optical microscope
camera using 20x objective. A&B) showing PMMA coated graphene/dopamine with
visible grain boundaries in both images and defects/cracks in the underlying
graphene denoted by asterisks, C&D) graphene/dopamine after PMMA removal by
solvent (C) or thermal treatment (D)
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Figure 2-6. SEM cross-section of PMMA-PEO polymer films before (A, C, & E) and
after (B, D, & F) solvent extraction
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apparent in the SEM, so the polymer film was mounted to an aluminum support for initial
permeability testing. Surprisingly the membranes showed very little transport (only about
1 Barrer) lower than some dense polymer films. Different polymers that have high flux will
need to be determined before combining with graphene.

2.2.4 Preliminary Conclusions on Ultrathin Membranes
Graphene stability should be excellent based on theoretical calculations,2 however
in practice this is a significant engineering challenge. Through careful tuning of CVD
parameters, defect free graphene was synthesized on a copper catalyst. Successful catalyst
removal and relatively pristine transfer of graphene has also been achieved from nanoscale
to macroscopic regions as large as centimeters. Of the examined porous structural supports,
the best graphene quality was attained using polycarbonate track etch membranes.
One of the primary limitations in the current state of the project is achieving precise
characterization down to the nanometer scale of test specimens once they are prepared for
membrane evaluation. Due to the way in which graphene is supported for membrane
testing, it is more difficult to analyze by electron microscopy where the sample must be
adhered to the specimen holder. Optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy allow direct
observation of test samples but can only provide limited information on the bulk scale.
Because the laser spot size used for Raman microscopy is small, the proof of concept model
over a single pinhole will allow for more representative sampling for accurate
characterization with respect to the entire membrane. However, at this size the flux is low
and more challenging to precisely measure. Continued efforts have been made to reduce
the size of the gas chamber to allow for greater sensitivity in future measurements.

2.3 Alternative Strategies to Reduce the Effective Thickness
As an alternative to enhancing the permeability by decreasing the membrane
thickness, a different approach was taken from a new direction. Rather than making things
ultra-thin on the large scale, the incorporation of numerous microscopic voids into a
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macroscopic film allows for a reduction of the “effective” thickness by increasing the
amount of empty space enhance the permeability. Some of the highest permeability
polymer membranes have an extremely high percentage of intermolecular voids. For
example, one of the highest permeability polymers at ~10,000 Barrer is poly(1trimethylsilyl-1-propyne) (PTMSP) has a fractional free volume of 0.34.28 However,
PTMSP and other glassy polymers with high free volumes are prone to significant
degradation due to aging as the polymer chains relax.29 In addition, polymer swelling on
gas adsorption can lead to membrane densification and a reduction in the voids over time.
This correlates to overall losses in the gas transport and reduced permeability, reducing the
effective lifetime of the membrane system.
Enhancements in the stability must be achieved through thoughtful architecture,
much like the development of an open-concept floorplans. While a pure polymer
membrane can collapse into its own voids, the incorporation of rigid matrices into the
polymer phase could provide structural support to prevent compaction. One collaboration
with Jinshui Zhang included the generation of mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) using
hollow carbon nanospheres and polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-blockpolystyrene (PS-PEB-PS), a block copolymer (Figure 2-7).30 Upon the addition of hollow
carbon spheres, the permeability was increased relative to the pure polymer with the
magnitude of enhancement dependent on the loading of spheres. In addition, the selectivity
of the MMM showed marginal enhancements from 17 for the block copolymer membrane
up to 24 for the 5-30 wt% MMMs (Figure 2-8). At greater loadings, the selectivity began
decreasing likely due to aggregation of particles and imperfect interfacial coating of the
polymer. The integration of hollow spheres can provide free space for fast transport and
provide structural support enhanced stability and membrane permeability.
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Figure 2-7. Graphic depicting the mixed matrix membrane comprised of hollow
carbon spheres (HCS) in block copolymer PS-PEB-PS. Reproduced from reference30
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Figure 2-8. a) Gas permeability and b) selectivity as a function of hollow carbon
spheres (HCS) loading; c) a Robeson plot for CO2/N2 with label 1: the pure block
copolymer, and labels 2-8: 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80 wt% HCS loadings in the MMM.
Reproduced from reference30
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2.4 From Mixed Matrix Membranes to Porous Liquids
Furthermore, the same strategy that provided enhancements in mixed matrix
membranes can be approached in the liquid phase. In 2007, James et al proposed the
concept of porous liquids, fluid composites created from porous materials and sterically
hindered solvents. In a conventional liquid, as shown by hard spheres in Figure 2-9, the
free volume is composed entirely from the extrinsic porosity between molecules. Upon
addition of porous materials, the fractional free volume can be enhanced when the solvent
remains size excluded from the pores. The first type 2 porous liquids were developed
simultaneously by the Dai group31 and Cooper’s group32. Further background information
on porous liquids is provided in the introductions to Chapters 4 & 5. Chapter 4 will focus
on the predominately on the solubility characteristics of the porous liquid, while Chapter 5
examines the mechanism of gas sorption through in situ FTIR.
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Figure 2-9. Graphic depicting the three main types of porous liquids as defined in the
initial concept paper by James et al. Reproduced from reference33
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CHAPTER 3.

SUPPORTED BICYCLIC AMIDINE IONIC

LIQUIDS AS A POTENTIAL CO2/N2 SEPARATION MEDIUM
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3.1 Publication Statement
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COSMOtherm calculations; Shannon M. Mahurin and Sheng Dai discussed the results and
edited the manuscript.

3.2 Abstract
Five new room temperature ionic liquids were tested as supported ionic liquid
membranes (SILMs) for CO2/N2 separation capability. This series of ionic liquids (ILs)
contains bicyclic amidine cations of 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) or 1,5diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-ene (DBN) with small alkyl chain substituents. These ILs have
been synthesized to examine the effects of cation structure on free volume. Relevant
physical and chemical properties have been examined, including CO2 solubility and
viscosity. The relationship between fractional free volume and permeability of gases is
explored, with an interesting note on solubility. Each cation was paired with two different
anions: bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide and tetracyanoborate, for further investigation
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of the cation-anion interaction on SILM permeability and selectivity. Three of these new
ILs have exceeded Robeson's upper bound for CO2/N2 gas separations.

3.3 Introduction
With the continued rise in atmospheric CO2 levels and the potential impact on
climate, carbon capture and storage (CCS) has gained prominence as a potential
technological solution to curb CO2 emissions, resulting in increased interest in advanced
materials to facilitate the extraction of CO2 from energy-related emissions.1 However, the
eventual commercialization and more widespread implementation of CCS requires a higher
efficiency than current techniques can provide.2 To that end, a variety of new sorbent and
membrane materials have been explored for CO2 separation including metal organic
frameworks (MOFs), covalent organic frameworks (COFs), porous carbons, and ionic
liquids.3
Ionic liquids (ILs) are a class of polar organic salts with melting points near or
below room temperature. Due to their ease of functionalization, negligible vapor pressure,
as well as high thermal and chemical stability, ILs have been exploited as a replacement
for typical solvents4 and a variety of other uses in developing green technologies.5 The
most prevalent ILs reported in the literature are the salts of imidazolium-based cations,6-9
but a variety of other room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) have also been examined,
including derivatives of pyridinium, guanidinium, and phosphonium, among others.10-11
While RTILs have been proposed as a replacement solvent, application in gas
separations can be difficult due to cost and limitations from increased viscosity over
traditional organic solvents. Therefore, one approach is incorporating the ionic liquids into
porous supports to create supported ionic liquid membranes (SILMs). By immobilizing
the ILs in a structural support, limitations like slow mass transfer can be mitigated. In
addition, membranes offer the potential for improved energy efficiency compared to
adsorbents.12 SILMs using a variety of ionic liquids and structural supports have been
investigated and reviewed.8-9
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Due to the vast variety of ionic liquids, the relative importance of the anion versus
the cation in CO2 separations has been the subject of much analysis. Through systematic
variations of IL composition, previous research suggests that the anion plays an important
role in determining gas solubility.13-14 It is generally accepted that fluorinated anions are
desirable due to their enhanced CO2 solubility,15 and a survey of the literature shows
frequent use of the bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (Tf2N) anion. More recent work,
however, has shown that cyano-functionalized ILs,16 including the tetracyanoborate
[B(CN)4] anion,17-18 can meet or exceed the upper bound due to increased CO2 interactions
and decreased cation–anion interactions. Additional computational and experimental
research on cyano-based ions followed these initial reports looking at the anions and
mixtures.19-21 Further investigation has focused on the dynamics between carbon dioxide
and the ionic liquid including an analysis of the cation effect, binding energy, free volume,
viscosity, and diffusivity.22-23 Weaker electrostatic interactions between the anion and
cation lead to higher gas solubility, as in some pyridinium tetracyanoborate ILs.24 Some of
the best ionic liquids for gas separations are those where ion interactions are minimal.
These ion interactions are intrinsically linked to the spacing between ion pairs, and larger
internal distances create a greater free volume. Studies have also shown that higher free
volumes in ILs due to delocalized anions lead to greater selectivity. 25 When the
intramolecular forces within the IL are reduced, the intermolecular interactions between IL
and CO2 can be increased. Therefore, we will explore the changes in solubility and
permeability in relation to this variation.
While anion properties have been at the forefront of most discussion, in this work,
we investigate the effects of cation structure on carbon dioxide sorption and separation.
Much of the previous work on cation variation has simply focused on functionalization of
well-known structures such as imidazolium. However, we used a larger cyclic skeleton as
a potential way to impart additional free volume of the IL while minimizing
interpenetration into other parts of the IL. In this case, derivatives of two bulky bicyclic
amidines, 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) and 1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5ene (DBN), were selected for study. While most commonly seen as catalysts for organic
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reactions, both DBU and DBN are considered superbases. Basic compounds with amino
functionality, including amidines and guanidines, are typically highly valued for CO2
solubility. Jessop noted the interesting relationship between DBU and CO2 used as a
switchable solvent,26 and others have examined carbon dioxide binding organic liquids.27
Superbases have been used previously to derive protic ILs28-29 or as additives30-31 to
increase the capacity of traditional ILs.
Herein, new N-alkyl-substituted amidine ionic liquids were synthesized to explore
their application in supported ionic liquid membranes for gas separation. There have been
only few reports32-35 of bicyclic ILs, and none of those use DBU or DBN based ionic liquids
for CO2 separations. In this work, we have measured both the physical properties and gas
separations of DBU- and DBN-based ionic liquids in order to gain further insight into the
effects of the bulky cation structure, substituent, and anion on the intra- and intermolecular
interactions, all of which play a role in the solubility of CO2.

3.4 Experimental
3.4.1 Materials and Ionic Liquid Synthesis
Solvents, reagents, and chemicals were purchased from commercial vendors and
used without further purification. A detailed account of the synthetic protocol is provided
in the supporting information. (Figure 3-9) Generally, ice-chilled solutions of DBU and
DBN were alkylated using the corresponding alkyl iodides to form the precursor salts.
Subsequent anion metathesis with solutions of lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide
or potassium tetracyanoborate produced the respective ionic liquids. The cation and anion
structures for these eight bicyclic ILs are shown in Figure 3-1. 1H and 13C NMR spectra
of the ILs were recorded at ambient temperature on a Varian VNMRS 500 MHz narrowbore broadband system, and 11B NMR spectra were recorded at ambient temperature on a
Bruker Avance 400 MHz wide-bore spectrometer. 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts were
referenced to the residual solvent, and 11B NMR chemical shifts were referenced to external
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Figure 3-1. Structures and abbreviations of the bicyclic ionic liquid cations and anions
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BF3•Et2O. Mass spectrometry analyses were performed using a QSTAR Elite quadrupole
time-of-flight (QTOF) mass spectrometer with an electrospray ionization source from AB
Sciex (Concord, Ontario, Canada).

3.4.2 COSMOtherm Calculations
The COSMO-RS (Conductor-like Screening Model for Real Solvents) method
developed by Klamt and coworkers36-37 was applied to predict the thermodynamic
properties of our synthesized ILs for CO2 capture. Various ILs were considered as
equimolar mixtures of cations and anions. The geometry of each ion was first optimized
with Turbomole software package38-39 at the BP86/TZVP level.40-41 Then the COSMO files
were generated from the Turbomole program for ions which were used as the inputs for
the COSMOthermX code (Version C3.0-16.01).42 Statistical thermodynamic calculations
were performed to estimate density, fractional free volume (FFV), and CO2 solubility in
each ionic liquid. This process has been validated to predict thermodynamic properties of
ILs and gas solubility in solvent.43-44

3.4.3 Characterization Methods
Infrared spectra of the four iodide precursors and eight ionic liquids were obtained
using a Perkin Elmer Frontier FTIR with attenuated total reflectance set to 2 cm-1
resolution, using sixteen scans from 650-4000 cm-1.
Thermal properties were determined via differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
and thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA). Decomposition temperatures were determined
under nitrogen flow using a TA Instruments TGA Q50 with heating at a ramp rate of ten
degrees per minute up to 750 °C in a platinum pan. Any glass, melting, or crystallization
transitions of the ionic liquids were found via two consecutive heating-cooling cycles from
-90 °C to 100 °C using a ten degree per minute heating rate on a TA Instruments Q100
DSC. Measurements were completed using hermetically sealed aluminum pans with an
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empty aluminum pan as reference. The TA Universal Analysis software was used to
determine the onset point of any transitions.
Viscosity measurements were obtained using a Brookfield DVII+ Pro cone-plate
viscometer. Prior to measurement, certified viscosity reference standards were analyzed to
check performance from 10-1000 centipoise. Approximately 0.75 mL of RTIL was used
for the analysis and a recirculating water jacket was used for temperature control with a
minimum equilibration of fifteen minutes at each temperature. To ensure accurate readings,
the spindle was allowed a minimum of five rotations prior to each measurement.
Isothermal CO2 absorption measurements were recorded using a Hiden Isochema
Intelligent Gravimetric Analyzer. Each sample, approximately 80 milligrams, was heated
for a minimum of seven hours at 70 °C under vacuum (4-6 millibar) until reaching a stable
weight where the dry mass was recorded. During analysis, a recirculating water bath was
used to maintain a constant sample temperature. The uptakes, corrected for buoyancy, were
measured as a function of pressure up to 10 atmospheres (atm).

3.4.4 Membrane Preparation and Gas Permeation Measurements
The SILMs were prepared by thoroughly immersing the porous polyethersulfone
supports (Supor-100, Pall), pore size 100 nanometers, in approximately one milliliter of IL
and placed in a vacuum oven at 40 °C overnight to degas and ensure all pores were filled.
The loaded membrane was removed from the excess solution and surface was wiped gently
with a lint-free tissue.
To experimentally determine the permeability of the SILMs, a custom built testing
apparatus was used to record the single gas permeation measurements.16 The test chamber
is configured with the membrane separating the gaseous feed cell from the permeate cell.
Prior to analysis, membranes were inserted into the sample chamber and placed under
vacuum to outgas and equilibrate. To minimize any fluctuations in the feed pressure, a
ballast with a large volume was maintained on the upstream side of the sample cell. For
the results presented here, a single gas was applied on the feed side of the cell and a
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Baratron pressure transducer on the downstream side of the membrane recorded the change
in permeate pressure over time, which is the amount of gas flux through the membrane.
The permeability of a membrane is a quantification of the analytes ability to pass
through the membrane medium, and is calculated using the gas flux through a specific
membrane thickness over a certain pressure drop. The permeability of dense
polyethersulfone films is minimal, only around 3 Barrer for CO2.45-47 Therefore, in the
SILMs presented, the preferential mode of transport is through the ionic liquid phase.
Similar to polymeric membranes, supported ionic liquid membranes operate on a solutiondiffusion mechanism where the gas is first adsorbed into the membrane, diffuses through
the bulk according to a concentration gradient, and desorbs on the downstream side.48
Therefore, the permeability takes into account both the solubility of the analyte in the
medium as well as the diffusivity of the gaseous analyte through the membrane.
𝜏
𝑉𝑙
𝑑𝑃′′
𝑃=
𝜙 𝑅𝑇𝐴(𝑃′ − 𝑃′′ ) 𝑑𝑡
The permeability (P) is determined as shown above, where τ is the tortuosity, ϕ is the
porosity, V is the volume of the permeate, l is the membrane thickness, R is the gas constant,
T is the temperature, A is the area of the membrane, P’ is the feed pressure, and P” is the
pressure of the permeate.
𝛼𝑥/𝑦 =

𝑃𝑥
𝑃𝑦

The selectivity (α) represented here is defined as the ratio of permeabilities of the more
permeable species (x) versus the less permeable species (y) also known as the
permselectivity.

3.5 Results
3.5.1 Structural and Physical Properties
To confirm the structure of the bicyclic ILs, the infrared spectra are presented in
Figure 3-2 with a standard offset for clarity. A distinctive feature that helps identify the
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Figure 3-2. FTIR for a) DBU and b) DBN based ILs including labels for some
v ▲

* anion features. From top to bottom [Et-][B(CN)4] green,

[Me-][B(CN)4] blue, [Et-][Tf2N] red, and [Me-][Tf2N] black.
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cation are the set of bands representing the N,N-disubstituted amidine. The first band
corresponds to the imine C=N stretch in the amidine and appears with strong intensity near
1630 cm-1 for DBU ILs versus 1670 cm-1 for DBN ILs, a notable difference between the
two derivatives.49 The second band in this set is a medium intensity peak located from
1550–1530 cm-1 with variability in position depending on the bicyclic structure and
substituent. Also, the peaks in the range ~2850–3000 cm-1 represent CH stretching modes
which allows for another characteristic fingerprint of the cation. A recent review provides
a comprehensive discussion of spectroscopic properties for common ILs, including IR
spectra for both anions used here, and confirms the observations from our spectra.50 For
example, the presence of a small peak near 2218 cm-1 in the tetracyanoborate ILs is
indicative of the nitrile CN asymmetric stretch. There is also a strong peak around 927 cm1

which

shows

the

B–C

stretching.

As

for

those

with

the

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide anion, the peaks around 1053, 1134, 1176, and
739/788 cm-1 are in agreement with those attributed to the cis/trans conformers of [Tf2N].5152

Vibrational spectroscopy allows for further identification of important features of the

new ILs. The vibrational modes observed in the IR spectra agree with previous reports and
confirm the composition of the ILs.
Decomposition temperatures of the DBU and DBN ILs were determined via
thermal gravimetric analysis and are reported in Table 3-1 along with percent
decomposition. The TGA traces for the iodide precursors are given in supporting
information (Figure 3-10) while the ILs are shown in Figure 3-3. Onset temperatures for
their degradation range from 379 to 420 °C for [Tf2N] and 403 to 420 °C for [B(CN)4],
higher than many ammonium and imidazolium ILs.53 Similar DBU-based thiocyanate
substituted triazolium cations which had lower decomposition temperatures than their alkyl
triazolium precursors,54 the bicyclic ionic liquids in this study display excellent thermal
stability which could be important in gas separation applications. In this study, the [Tf2N]
derived ILs show complete decomposition, while those with the [B(CN)4] anion contain
crosslinkable nitrile groups which account for the 12–24% residual carbon yield.55-56
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Table 3-1. Physical properties of bicyclic ILs: glass transition (Tg), solid-solid
transition (Ts-s), melting transition (Tm), decomposition temperature (Td), percent
decomposition (%d), viscosity (η), and activation energy for viscous flow (Ea)

[MeDBN][Tf2N]
[MeDBN][B(CN)4]
[EtDBN][Tf2N]
[EtDBN][B(CN)4]

(cP)

(kJ/mol)

99.3

–

–

409.4

76.4

58.9

31.6

418.5

99.3

167.3

37.2

419.5

77.3

81.2

35.1

Tm

Td

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

-17.3

45.9

420.5

-71.9

[EtDBU][Tf2N]
[EtDBU][B(CN)4]

Ea

Ts-s

[MeDBU][Tf2N]
[MeDBU][B(CN)4]

η

Tg

17.9
-68.5

%d

-55.2, -3.1

98.6

404.8

99.9

–

–

-68.7

65.6

403.2

81.7

–

–

-79.1, -8.9, 9.5

23.4

407.8

99.2

74.0

30.8

-44.5

21.1

410.7

88.2

29.7

26.6
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Figure 3-3. TGA traces for a) DBU and b) DBN based ILs. [Me-][Tf2N] black, [Et][Tf2N] red, [Me-][B(CN)4] blue, [Et-][B(CN)4] green
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The thermal properties of the eight ionic liquids were examined by differential
scanning calorimetry, and the DSC curves for the bulk IL samples are shown in supporting
information. (Figure 3-11) The corresponding glass or liquid transitions for the bulk ILs
are listed in Table 3-1 and follow the trend: [MeDBU][B(CN)4] < [EtDBU][B(CN)4] <
[EtDBN][B(CN)4] < [EtDBN][Tf2N] < [EtDBU][Tf2N] < [MeDBU][Tf2N] <
[MeDBN][B(CN)4] < [MeDBN][Tf2N]. Reports of other ionic liquids have presented
thermal profiles which include various combinations of glass, melting, and crystallization
transitions.57 Two types of thermal profiles are seen here, the first exhibiting only a glass
transition, while the rest display both endothermic peaks on heating and exothermic peaks
on cooling, distinctive of fusion and crystallization respectively. The presence of multiple
endothermic transitions are attributed to the polymorphism of the IL, and has been
previously reported for ILs containing the [Tf2N] anion, as it exhibits a transition in the
conformers of the ions.58 A recent paper shows the presence of multiple solid-solid
transitions for an analogous [Tf2N] IL.59 For this study, the ILs with [Tf2N] anions have a
higher melting point than those with [B(CN)4].

3.5.2 Viscosity
The viscosities of the bicyclic ionic liquids were initially measured at 25 °C and
range from approximately 30 to 167 cP increasing from [EtDBN][B(CN)4] to
[EtDBU][Tf2N] respectively, as shown in Table 3-1. For common imidazolium-based ILs,
many physical properties, such as the viscosity of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium, [emim],
[Tf2N] at 27 cP, are well known. Not surprisingly, there is a significant increase in viscosity
when changing from this smaller monocyclic imidazolium to either of the larger bicyclic
cations, i.e., the additional ring resulted in a substantial increase in viscosity. Moreover,
altering the structure from DBN to DBU, by switching the size of the added ring from fiveto seven-members respectively, can have drastic effects. This slight difference between the
two bicyclic structures accounts for a significant change in viscosity, such as
[EtDBN][Tf2N] at 74 cP and [EtDBU][Tf2N] at 167 cP. The five-membered ring in DBN
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contributes to having a much lower viscosity, amounting to only 36–44% of its sevenmembered ring DBU counterparts. The greater fluidity of the DBN ILs compared to the
DBU ILs is one of the most notable differences between the physical properties imparted
by these two cations.
Meaningful comparisons to other data available in the literature can be somewhat
limited due to the prevalence of non-standard “room temperature” measurements, which
can span a range of temperatures more than five degrees Celsius. This large range of
temperatures in conjunction with the exponential decay relationship between viscosity and
temperature limits the comparability of values. Regardless, previous reports have also
shown a significant alteration of viscosity at a constant temperature upon changing the
anion.16 For example, Lethesh34 reports an ethyl-DBU dicyanamide ionic liquid, the same
cation as in this work but a different anion, with viscosity of 168 cP at 20 °C, which seems
to fit between the viscosity of [EtDBU][Tf2N] and [EtDBU][B(CN)4] reported here. From
the 25 °C viscosity data collected here, switching the anion from [Tf2N] to [B(CN)4] results
in a reduction in the viscosity by approximately one half. This was previously observed in
imidazolium-based ILs where the [B(CN)4] anion exhibited a lower viscosity than the
[Tf2N] congener.18
In addition to the measurements at 25 °C, additional data was collected at increasing
temperature up to 60 °C. As expected, all ILs show decreasing viscosity upon increasing
temperature, and the curves for all five room temperature ionic liquids are presented in
Figure 3-4a. These temperature dependent viscosity measurements can also be analyzed
using the Arrhenius equation to elucidate additional information about the interactions in
the ionic liquids. Using this information, the activation energy for viscous flow (Ea) can be
determined from the linear regression represented by
ln(𝜂) = (

𝐸𝑎 1
) + 𝑙𝑛𝐴
𝑅 𝑇

where η is viscosity, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, and A is the preexponential factor. The linear relationship of the data in Figure 3-4b is indicative that the
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Figure 3-4. a) Temperature dependent viscosity measurements for the RTILs, and b)
corresponding Arrhenius plots
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ILs follow Arrhenius behavior. The corresponding lines represent the best fit of the
temperature-dependent viscosity from which the activation energies for viscous flow are
determined.

3.5.3 CO2 Solubility
Carbon dioxide solubility measurements were completed using isothermal CO2
absorption at pressures up to 10 atm at both 25 °C and 40 °C for the bicyclic ILs. Results
for the room temperature ILs are shown in Figure 3-5, no data is shown for those that are
solids due to negligible uptake. The ILs in order of increasing carbon dioxide molar uptake
are [EtDBU][Tf2N] < [EtDBN][Tf2N] < [EtDBU][B(CN)4] < [MeDBU][B(CN)4] <
[EtDBN][B(CN)4], with all solubility values tabulated in Table 3-2. The experimental
values determined from the gravimetric uptake are lower than those predicted by the
COSMOtherm model, which has been seen in the past for tetracyanoborate ILs,18 however,
the general trends in the calculated solubility are quite similar. The bicyclic ionic liquids
with [Tf2N] anion showed slightly lower carbon dioxide solubility, at 0.074 and 0.085 mol
L-1 atm-1, than their analogous imidazolium counterparts like [emim][Tf2N] at 0.103 mol
L-1 atm-1. These solubility values are more similar to the triazolium and benzyl
functionalized ILs our group has explored previously.54 However, solubility values for
bicyclic ILs with the [B(CN)4] anion, ranging from 0.123 to 0.135 mol L-1 atm-1, were more
similar in magnitude to the imidazolium analogue, [emim][B(CN)4] at 0.131 mol L-1 atm1

. It has been noted that larger carbon dioxide solubility can be, at least in part, attributed

to a decrease in electrostatic interactions or binding energy between the cation and anion
in ionic liquids.17, 21, 24 This suggests that there are stronger interactions between the
bicyclic cations with the [Tf2N] anions than the tetracyanoborate anions.
Recent discussion of CO2 solubility in ILs is often presented in terms of
concentration (mol L-1 atm-1) to understand the applicability as a solvent or SILM, since
volumetric capacity is important in applications of these materials. However, Henry’s law
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Figure 3-5. Carbon dioxide adsorption isotherms for the bicyclic ionic liquids at a) 25
°C and b) 40 °C
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Table 3-2. Cal

f

h IL

(ρ),

volume (FFV). Experimentally determined CO2
g

( ),

v

(α),

ff

v

v

(

,H

’

m),

fractional free
(HCO2),

(D).

25 °C unless

otherwise noted

[MeDBU][Tf2N]

ρa
(g/mL)
1.4555

Vm
(cm3/mol)
307

FFVa
0.121

Solubility (mol/L atm)
Pred.a
25°C
40°C
0.102
–
0.053

[MeDBU][B(CN)4]

1.0865

260

0.134

0.260

0.128

0.094

[EtDBU][Tf2N]

1.4260

323

0.124

0.099

0.074

0.055

[EtDBU][B(CN)4]

1.0736

276

0.137

0.248

0.123

0.092

[MeDBN][Tf2N]

1.4937

281

0.120

0.102

–

–

[MeDBN][B(CN)4]

1.0905

233

0.135

0.257

–

–

[EtDBN][Tf2N]

1.4533

298

0.125

0.102

0.085

0.064

[EtDBN][B(CN)4]

1.0704

251

0.139

0.253

0.135

0.099

1.51

259

0.116

–

0.103

–

1.03

219

0.132

–

0.128

–

[emim][Tf2N]

d,e

[emim][B(CN)4]

e

a

from COSMOtherm; bCO2/N2; cdiffusivity calculated from P/S; dfrom ref.8,60; efrom ref.16,18
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Table 3-2 (continued)
HCO2
(atm)
[MeDBU][Tf2N]

–

P (barrer)
CO2
N2
–
–

αb

Dc
(cm2/s)

–

–

[MeDBU][B(CN)4]

34.6

834

17

49

2.21×10-6

[EtDBU][Tf2N]

41.2

432

16

26

1.98×10-6

[EtDBU][B(CN)4]

28.6

672

14

48

1.85×10-6

[MeDBN][Tf2N]

–

–

–

–

–

[MeDBN][B(CN)4]

–

–

–

–

–

[EtDBN][Tf2N]

39.6

787

27

29

3.14×10-6

[EtDBN][B(CN)4]

30.0

1583

33

48

3.98×10-6

[emim][Tf2N]d,e

35.6

1702

73

23

5.60×10-6

[emim][B(CN)4]e

38.9

2040

38

53

5.40×10-6

a

from COSMOtherm; bCO2/N2; cdiffusivity calculated from P/S; dfrom ref.8,60; efrom ref.16,18
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constants are also commonly used to compare different types of sorbents on a mole fraction
basis. These values were calculated from the 25 °C isotherms using the following equation
𝑝
𝐻𝐶𝑂2 = lim
𝑥→0 𝜒
where p is the pressure and x is the mole fraction. The resulting Henry’s constants, HCO2,
are reported in Table 3-2. The lowest Henry’s constant corresponds to the highest CO2
solubility, 28.6 for [EtDBU][B(CN)4]. This represents more CO2 dissolution than Cadena
reported for [emim][Tf2N].60 It is important to note, there is some bias in Henry’s constants
of light gases due to the high molecular weight of most ILs. Hence, substantial differences
in mole fraction could represent only small changes in the volumetric capacity and vice
versa. As such, the Henry’s constants do not always follow the same trends as the pervolume quantities, which is seen in our results here.

3.5.4 Free Volume
The cations were selected with a goal to increase the free volume in the ILs. Organic
ring structures have non-planar conformations and vary in ring strain according to size. As
such they occupy different space distributions which can change the packing of ions
potentially allowing for additional void space between neighbors. The optimized structures
for the cations, Figure 3-6, shows the added bulk in the DBU and DBN ILs. The free
volume can be determined using the the molar volume (Vm) less the COSMO volume
(VCOSMO) which represents the accessible surface area. However, looking at the free volume
alone is not enough, since larger free volumes commonly correspond to higher molecular
weights and molar volumes. To account for this possible co-dependence, the fractional free
volume (FFV) can be used.
𝐹𝐹𝑉 =

𝑉𝑚 − 𝑉𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑀𝑂
𝑉𝑚

FFV is a normalization of the free volume with respect to the molar volume, and as
such it allows for unbiased direct comparisons amongst a variety of structures. The FFV
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Figure 3-6. Optimized structures of ions a) [MeDBU], b) [EtDBU], c) [MeDBN], d)
[EtDBN], e) [Tf2N], f) [B(CN)4]
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values determined for the bicyclic ILs range from 0.120 to 0.139, as reported in Table 32. Both bicyclic structures exhibit enhanced free volume over imidazolium based ILs.
While [emim][Tf2N] has a FFV value of 0.116, the [EtDBU] and [EtDBN] analogues are
significantly enhanced to 0.124 and 0.125, respectively. More modest changes are seen
with the tetracyanoborate ILs, where [emim][B(CN)4] has FFV of 0.132, and [EtDBU] and
[EtDBN] have 0.134 and 0.137.
With respect to the two different bicyclic cations, both DBU and DBN analogues
have nearly identical FFV when comparing ILs with the same substituent and anion. In
general, the bicyclic amidine skeletal structure, which varies in size with five- or sevenmembered secondary rings for DBN and DBU respectively, accounts for a smaller
difference (~0.001 on average) than the alkyl substituent present. The size of the functional
group contributes more (~0.003 on average) to the FFV than the torsion of the ring imparted
from the bicyclic structure. For example, all bicyclic ILs with an ethyl substituent have
slightly greater FFV values than the corresponding structure with methyl substituents. The
ILs with the highest FFV contain the [B(CN)4] anion. This is in agreement with previous
results and has been attributed to the reduced cation–anion interactions.17, 20

3.5.5 SILM Single Gas Measurements
The carbon dioxide permeabilities, Figure 3-7a, of the bicyclic ionic liquids range
from a low of approximately 430 for [EtDBU][Tf2N] to a high of 1580 for
[EtDBN][B(CN)4]. When comparing the bicyclic ILs in this study, an increase in FFV
allowed for enhancement of permeability in most cases. However, the presence of other
influential variables, such as viscosity, may also contribute to these changes so no
definitive relationship can be deduced. Although switching from an imidazolium to a
bicyclic ring enhanced the fractional free volume in these ILs, we do not see an increase in
the permeability in relation to some well-known ILs. In fact, the bicyclic IL with the best
permeability falls just below the prototypical IL, [emim][Tf2N], which has a permeability
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Figure 3-7. a) Carbon dioxide (solid) and nitrogen (stripes) permeability of the
SILMs. b) Robeson plot showing a representative sample and five bicyclic ILs from
this paper
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of 1702 Barrer. The most notable similarities between these two ILs, [emim][Tf2N] and
[EtDBN][B(CN)4], are their values for molar volume and viscosity, both of which are
known to be important factors in gas permeability. These ILs diverge from one another
with selectivity values of 23 and 48 respectively. The vast changes in values of FFV and
solubility, both of which could be interrelated, might contribute to differences in
selectivity.
In contrast, the nitrogen permeabilities encompass a much smaller range from 14
to 33 barrer from [EtDBU][B(CN)4] to [EtDBN][B(CN)4]. The nitrogen permeation
remains quite low regardless of the anion paired with the bicyclic cation, while the carbon
dioxide permeation is more dependent on the cation–anion pair. Using the single gas
separation results, ideal selectivities were calculated for SILMs at room temperature, and
there is a significant difference in selectivity values depending on the anion. Due to the
enhancement of CO2 permeation with minimal increase in nitrogen permeation, it was
found that all three tetracyanoborate ILs [EtDBU][B(CN)4], [MeDBU][B(CN)4], and
[EtDBN][B(CN)4] exceeded Robeson's upper bound61-62 with selectivity values around 48
as seen in Figure 3-7b. Computational modeling of other tetracyanoborate ionic liquids20
has shown very similar diffusivity values for carbon dioxide and nitrogen, which suggests
the permselectivity is indeed more greatly influenced by the solubility of these two gases.
Experimental studies by Mahurin18 have shown [emim][BCN4] to have permeability of
2040 barrer and selectivity of 53, corresponding to a CO2 solubility of 0.128 mol L-1 atm1

. The results found here are similar to these past observations.

3.5.6 Calculated Diffusivity Values
Several approaches have been used to obtain the diffusivity of gases in ILs.
Computations using molecular dynamics can be used to determine diffusivities of both the
ions and the solute gases.21 Experimental methods for monitoring the diffusion of gases in
ionic liquids commonly use time-lag measurements and thin film procedures or, more
recently, dynamic light scattering.22,

63-64

Also, since permeability is the product of
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solubility and diffusivity, the latter can be calculated from known values of the other two
characteristics. Here we derived the diffusivity from the experimentally determined values
of solubility and permeability at 25 °C. No noticeable patterns arise from the diffusivity
values, as seen in Table 3-2. The lowest diffusivity value of 1.85×10-6 cm2/s was calculated
for [EtDBU][B(CN)4], and in general CO2 diffuses more slowly through the DBU than the
DBN ILs. The highest diffusivity value for the bicyclic ILs was determined to be 3.98×106

cm2/s which corresponds to [EtDBN][B(CN)4]. Perhaps not surprisingly, this bicyclic IL

also had the highest permeability in this series. The calculated diffusion coefficients found
here seem to be reasonable, as evidenced by similar determinations for the imidazolium
ILs in the literature. Moganty used a thin film technique to find a value of 5.6×10-6 cm2/s
for [emim][Tf2N].64 Also, Koller’s molecular dynamic simulations of [emim][B(CN)4]
yielded a diffusivity of 5.5×10-6 cm2/s.65 Based on these findings, it seems the values
derived from the solubility and permeability provide a reasonable estimate for the
diffusivity of CO2 in the bicyclic ILs.

3.6 Discussion
3.6.1 Permeation Properties
ILs comprised of bulky bicyclic cations were designed to increase the FFV in the
ILs, and to examine the effects when allowing greater space between ions for gas
absorption and diffusion. While the free space did increase compared to imidazolium-based
ILs, fewer changes were observed between the two bicyclic structures. For instance,
[EtDBN][Tf2N] and [EtDBU][Tf2N] have similar values of CO2 solubility and FFV,
differences of only 0.003 mol L-1 atm-1 and 0.001 in FFV predictions, however, results
show that [EtDBN][Tf2N] has a much higher permeability, by 355 barrer, than its
[EtDBU][Tf2N] counterpart. This suggests some other factor plays an important role. One
possible explanation for the superior performance in permeability could be the significant
difference in molar volumes, approximately 25 cm3 mol-1. The DBN ILs have smaller
molar volume which means there are more ions present per unit volume, allowing for
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increased CO2-IL interactions in the same sized membrane. This can allow for enhanced
transport into and through the SILM. Another deviation is DBN ILs have a higher CO2
diffusivity than the DBU derivatives, allowing for faster transfer of gases through the IL.
This contributes to the increased permeability between [EtDBN][Tf2N] and
[EtDBU][Tf2N]. Regardless of specific structure, all the bicyclic ILs have significantly
lower rates of CO2 diffusion compared to the [emim] derivatives with the same anions. It
is possible that the additional free space is less accessible to CO2 leading to reduced
diffusivity, or there might be greater solute-solvent interactions between the CO2 and the
IL leading to slower diffusion as well. Several models relate the diffusivity to viscosity,
because greater fluidity leads to faster CO2 mass transfer kinetics.
One of the greatest physical differences among these ILs is their viscosity. For
instance, each DBN based IL is less than half the viscosity of the DBU based equivalent.
It can be seen from Table 3-1 that as viscosity decreases, the permeability increases, a
trend that has been seen in a variety of other ionic liquids as well.8 Since other
characteristics of DBU and DBN derivatives are quite similar, it is likely this variation in
viscosity also contributes to their differences in permeability. Correlations between
viscosity and gas solubility have been examined in the past,66 and have shown dependence
of the solubility relies primarily on the solvent–solvent and solute–solute interactions with
little dependence on solute–solvent interactions. In some cases, the viscosity of the IL
decreases following the sorption of carbon dioxide and increasing mole fraction of CO2.2223

This is due to the decrease in molecular interactions leading to corresponding weakened

IL cation–anion interactions, reducing the dynamic viscosity further and increasing
diffusivity. While it has been recognized that some of the greatest differences for ionic
liquids are based upon their anion, alterations of the cation structure and substituents can
also contribute to these differences. However, due to physical characteristics like high
melting point some ion pairs with preferential cations are unable to be tested, limiting our
scope.
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3.6.2 The Role of FFV in Solubility
To our knowledge, there have only been a few previous studies on FFV in ionic
liquids, and their primary focus is on solubility. Shannon and coworkers proposed that
fractional free volume, rather than molar volume, could be an important factor in gas
solubility.25 Through a systematic analysis of 165 alkyl imidazolium ILs using
COSMOtherm, they noticed lengthening the alkyl chain induced a corresponding increase
in FFV. However, by modifying only the length of the hydrocarbon substituent, the ILs
with the highest fractional free volume also had the highest molar volume. Past
experiments have shown that CO2 dissolution, on a mole per liter basis, is decreased when
going from methyl to octyl imidazolium ILs,66 so the authors suggested a small free volume
was favorable for solubility. As a follow up, Horne67 explored the effects of adding polar
R-groups, which are more CO2-phillic, to the imidazolium cation ring. Regardless of the
added functionality, these ILs had smaller FFV than similar alkyl derivatives, seeming to
confirm an inverse relationship between FFV and gas solubility and selectivity. Research
thus far indicates that ILs with small fractional free volumes tend to exhibit higher CO2
solubility.
Interestingly, here we see the opposite relationship in the bicyclic ILs, where
increasing the free volume maintains or even enhances the solubility and permeability of
CO2. Through methodical variation of both the bicyclic cation and anion, we saw unique
IL combinations where the highest FFV does not correspond with the highest molar
volume, an important difference from the previous studies. Yet again we are reminded that
no single feature can describe this complex system. In past works, the Camper Model has
been used to predict the solubility and selectivity of gases in imidazolium ILs using molar
volumes.68 For the gas of interest, CO2, the model presents a maximum peak of solubility
in imidazolium ILs with relatively small molar volumes from 200–300 cm2/mol as seen in
Figure 3-8. While this model neglects cation/anion interactions and has not yet been
adapted for other systems, it provides an interesting comparison for the bicyclic ILs.
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Figure 3-8. Plot of solubility and
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literature values (open squares and circles18), and the bicyclic ILs with [Tf2N] (green
squares) and [B(CN)4] (blue circles)
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In this series of bicyclic ILs, the largest FFV, 0.139 for [EtDBN] [B(CN)4],
corresponds to one of the lowest molar volumes, 250 cc/mol, which is within the optimal
region for molar volume predicted by the Camper model. For favorable dissolution, it
seems that a large free space in a small molar volume allows for an ideal combination.
Neither molar volume nor FFV alone can provide a clear guideline to the optimum IL, but
a balance could be realized by accounting for the contributions of both. Our observations
in this paper suggest that more consideration should be given to ILs with high FFV in a
composition that is beneficial for CO2 sorption, with a caveat on limiting the molar volume.
A three-dimensional rendering of the molar volume, solubility, and FFV for these ionic
liquids is provided in supporting information. (Figure 3-12)

3.7 Conclusions
SILMs of bicyclic ionic liquids derived from DBU and DBN were characterized
and determined to possess excellent thermal stability, and adequate free volume to promote
CO2 solubility, permeability, and selectivity. SILMs of ionic liquids with DBN cations had
significantly greater permeability than DBU, at least in part due to the reduction in viscosity
by about one half. Three of the ILs with the tetracyanoborate anion surpassed Robeson’s
upper bound with permeability values from 670–1580 Barrer due to selectivity values of
approximately 48. These bicyclic ILs do not represent the maximum potential permeability
since their bulky structures, while adding free volume, also imparted higher viscosities and
lower diffusivities. Ionic liquids with small molar volume, large fractional free volume,
low viscosity, and increased solubility for the gas of interest could allow great permeability
and selectivity to be attained. Maximizing free space in a small molar volume can allow
for enhanced solubility. When considering FFV, attention must be given to the method in
which free volume is achieved, as it cannot sacrifice the solubility of the preferred gas.
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3.9 Supporting Information
3.9.1 Synthetic Procedure
8-methyl-1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-en-8-ium iodide [MeDBU][I] (1a)
To an ice-cooled solution of 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) (3.04 g, 19.60
mmol) in ethyl acetate (50 mL) was slowly added iodomethane (1.95 mL, 31.36 mmol),
and the mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight. The precipitate was then
filtered, washed with petroleum ether, and dried under vacuum to give 1a as a slightly offwhite solid (5.52 g, 96%).
1

H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 3.71–3.68 (m, 2H), 3.68–3.61 (m, 4H), 3.33 (s, 3H), 2.94–

2.89 (m, 2H), 2.23–2.17 (m, 2H), 1.84–1.77 (m, 6H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 126 MHz) δ 167.0,
55.9, 49.5, 49.3, 42.2, 29.7, 28.7, 26.3, 22.5, 20.2. MS (ESI positive) m/z: [C10H19N2]+
calcd: 167.15; found: 167.16. MS (ESI negative) m/z: [I]− calcd: 126.91; found: 126.91.

8-ethyl-1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-en-8-ium iodide [EtDBU][I] (1b)
This compound was prepared, following the procedure for 1a, from DBU (3.06 g, 19.71
mmol) and iodoethane (2.53 mL, 31.53 mmol) as a white solid (5.55 g, 91%).
1

H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 3.72–3.69 (m, 2H), 3.67 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H), 3.64–3.57 (m,

4H), 2.92–2.87 (m, 2H), 2.21–2.14 (m, 2H), 1.81–1.77 (m, 6H), 1.28 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H).
C NMR (CDCl3, 126 MHz) δ 166.4, 55.8, 49.7, 49.5, 46.8, 29.0, 28.5, 26.2, 23.2, 20.4,

13

14.1. MS (ESI positive) m/z: [C11H21N2]+ calcd: 181.17; found: 181.17. MS (ESI negative)
m/z: [I]− calcd: 126.91; found: 126.91.
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8-methyl-1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-en-8-ium
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide [MeDBU][Tf2N] (2a)
Iodide 1a (2.56 g, 8.69 mmol) was dissolved in deionized water (25 mL), and a solution of
lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiNTf2) (2.74 g, 9.56 mmol) in deionized
water (5 mL) was added. After stirring the mixture at room temperature overnight, the
precipitates were filtered, washed with deionized water, and dried under vacuum to yield
2a as a slightly off-white solid (3.25 g, 84%). Characterizations matched those reported in
the literature.69
1

H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 3.65–3.60 (m, 2H), 3.55–3.47 (m, 4H), 3.26 (s, 3H), 2.85–

2.79 (m, 2H), 2.16–2.10 (m, 2H), 1.83–1.70 (m, 6H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 126 MHz) δ 167.0,
120.1 (q, JC–F = 321.0 Hz, NTf2), 55.5, 49.0, 48.9, 41.3, 28.9, 28.8, 26.3, 22.3, 20.0. MS
(ESI positive) m/z: [C10H19N2]+ calcd: 167.15; found: 167.16. MS (ESI negative) m/z:
[C2F6NO4S2]− calcd: 279.92; found: 279.93.

8-ethyl-1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-en-8-ium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide
[EtDBU][Tf2N] (2b)
Iodide 1b (2.52 g, 8.19 mmol) was dissolved in deionized water (25 mL), and a solution of
LiNTf2 (2.59 g, 9.01 mmol) in deionized water (5 mL) was added. After stirring the mixture
at room temperature overnight, dichloromethane (30 mL) was added. The organic layer
was separated, washed with deionized water (3 × 30 mL), dried over magnesium sulfate,
filtered, concentrated, and dried under vacuum to afford 2b as a slightly light yellow liquid
(3.29 g, 87%).
Characterizations matched those reported in the literature.59
1

H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 3.64–3.61 (m, 2H), 3.57–3.51 (m, 4H), 3.51–3.47 (m, 2H),

2.83–2.79 (m, 2H), 2.14–2.08 (m, 2H), 1.83–1.71 (m, 6H), 1.26 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H). 13C
NMR (CDCl3, 126 MHz) δ 166.6, 120.1 (q, JC–F = 321.5 Hz, NTf2), 55.4, 49.3, 49.2, 46.5,
28.7, 28.3, 26.2, 23.1, 20.2, 13.7. MS (ESI positive) m/z: [C11H21N2]+ calcd: 181.17; found:
181.20. MS (ESI negative) m/z: [C2F6NO4S2]− calcd: 279.92; found: 279.96.
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8-methyl-1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-en-8-ium

tetracyanoborate

[MeDBU]

[B(CN)4] (3a)
Iodide 1a (1.03 g, 3.52 mmol) was dissolved in methanol (7 mL), and a solution of
potassium tetracyanoborate [KB(CN)4] (0.56 g, 3.52 mmol) in methanol (5 mL) was added.
After stirring the mixture at room temperature under N2 overnight, the solvent was
evaporated, and the residue was dissolved in dichloromethane (50 mL), washed with
deionized water (6 × 50 mL), dried over magnesium sulfate, filtered, concentrated, and
dried under vacuum to provide 3a as a yellow liquid (0.66 g, 66%). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500
MHz) δ 3.69–3.65 (m, 2H), 3.57 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 2H), 3.53 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 2H), 3.31 (s, 3H),
2.87–2.83 (m, 2H), 2.22–2.17 (m, 2H), 1.89–1.76 (m, 6H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 126 MHz) δ
167.0, 123.7, 123.1, 122.5, 122.0, 55.8, 49.2, 49.1, 41.5, 29.0, 28.7, 26.4, 22.4, 20.1. 11B
NMR (CDCl3, 128 MHz) δ −38.22. MS (ESI positive) m/z: [C10H19N2]+ calcd: 167.15;
found: 167.17. MS (ESI negative) m/z: [C4BN4]− calcd: 115.02; found: 115.05.

8-ethyl-1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-en-8-ium tetracyanoborate [EtDBU][B(CN)4]
(3b)
This compound was prepared, following the procedure for 3a, from 1b (2.01 g, 6.52 mmol)
and KB(CN)4 (1.03 g, 6.52 mmol) as a yellow liquid (1.64 g, 85%). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500
MHz) δ 3.68–3.64 (m, 2H), 3.62–3.55 (m, 4H), 3.52 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 2H), 2.85–2.81 (m, 2H),
2.20–2.15 (m, 2H), 1.89–1.75 (m, 6H), 1.32 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H).

13

C NMR (CDCl3, 126

MHz) δ 166.6, 123.7, 123.1, 122.5, 122.0, 55.7, 49.5, 49.4, 46.7, 28.6, 28.5, 26.2, 23.2,
20.2, 13.9.

11

B NMR (CDCl3, 128 MHz) δ −38.21. MS (ESI positive) m/z: [C11H21N2]+

calcd: 181.17; found: 181.20. MS (ESI negative) m/z: [C4BN4]− calcd: 115.02; found:
115.04.

5-methyl-1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-en-5-ium iodide [MeDBN][I] (4a)
To an ice-cooled solution of 1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-ene (DBN) (3.02 g, 23.83
mmol) in ethyl acetate (50 mL) was slowly added iodomethane (2.37 mL, 38.12 mmol),
and the mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight. The precipitate was then
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filtered, washed with petroleum ether, and dried under vacuum to give 4a as a white solid
(6.15 g, 97%).
1

H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 3.79 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 3.55–3.48 (m, 4H), 3.20 (s, 3H),

3.17 (t, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 2.25–2.17 (m, 4H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 126 MHz) δ 165.5, 54.8,
47.3, 42.5, 41.0, 32.0, 19.3, 18.2. MS (ESI positive) m/z: [C8H15N2]+ calcd: 139.12; found:
139.13. MS (ESI negative) m/z: [I]− calcd: 126.91; found: 126.91.

5-ethyl-1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-en-5-ium iodide [EtDBN][I] (4b)
This compound was prepared, following the procedure for 4a, from DBN (3.02 g, 23.83
mmol) and iodoethane (3.07 mL, 38.13 mmol) as a white solid (5.73 g, 86%).
1

H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 3.86–3.80 (m, 2H), 3.55–3.51 (m, 4H), 3.49 (q, J = 7.3 Hz,

2H), 3.17 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 2.27–2.19 (m, 4H), 1.31 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H).

13

C NMR

(CDCl3, 126 MHz) δ 164.7, 54.9, 48.8, 44.4, 42.8, 31.5, 19.4, 18.4, 13.3. MS (ESI positive)
m/z: [C9H17N2]+ calcd: 153.14; found: 153.14. MS (ESI negative) m/z: [I]− calcd: 126.91;
found: 126.90.

5-methyl-1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-en-5-ium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide
[MeDBN][Tf2N] (5a)
This compound was prepared, following the procedure for 2a, from 4a (2.03 g, 7.62 mmol)
and LiNTf2 (2.19 g, 7.62 mmol) as a white solid (2.74 g, 86%). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500
MHz) δ 3.74 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 3.46–3.38 (m, 4H), 3.16 (s, 3H), 3.00 (t, J = 7.9 Hz, 2H),
2.24–2.12 (m, 4H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 126 MHz) δ 165.1, 120.1 (q, JC–F = 321.4 Hz, NTf2),
54.6, 46.8, 42.1, 40.2, 30.8, 19.0, 18.0. MS (ESI positive) m/z: [C8H15N2]+ calcd: 139.12;
found: 139.12. MS (ESI negative) m/z: [C2F6NO4S2]− calcd: 279.92; found: 279.92.

5-ethyl-1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-en-5-ium
[EtDBN][Tf2N] (5b)
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bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide

This compound was prepared, following the procedure for 2b, from 4b (2.53 g, 9.03 mmol)
and LiNTf2 (2.59 g, 9.03 mmol) as a slightly light yellow liquid (3.51 g, 90%).
Characterizations matched those reported in the literature.2
1

H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 3.74 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 3.47–3.38 (m, 6H), 3.00 (t, J = 7.9

Hz, 2H), 2.26–2.10 (m, 4H), 1.27 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 126 MHz) δ 164.3,
120.1 (q, JC–F = 321.6 Hz, NTf2), 54.4, 48.4, 43.9, 42.4, 30.3, 19.0, 18.1, 12.7. MS (ESI
positive) m/z: [C9H17N2]+ calcd: 153.14; found: 153.14. MS (ESI negative) m/z:
[C2F6NO4S2]− calcd: 279.92; found: 279.92.

5-methyl-1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-en-5-ium tetracyanoborate [MeDBN][B(CN)4]
(6a)
This compound was prepared, following the procedure for 3a, from 4a (3.00 g, 11.29
mmol) and KB(CN)4 (1.79 g, 11.29 mmol) as a light yellow solid (2.36 g, 82%). 1H NMR
(CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 3.79 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 3.50–3.43 (m, 4H), 3.22 (s, 3H), 3.03 (t, J =
8.0 Hz, 2H), 2.31–2.17 (m, 4H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 126 MHz) δ 164.9, 123.6, 123.1, 122.5,
121.9, 54.7, 47.0, 42.3, 40.5, 30.9, 19.1, 18.2. 11B NMR (CDCl3, 128 MHz) δ −38.29. MS
(ESI positive) m/z: [C8H15N2]+ calcd: 139.12; found: 139.11. MS (ESI negative) m/z:
[C4BN4]− calcd: 115.02; found: 115.01.

5-ethyl-1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-en-5-ium tetracyanoborate [EtDBN][B(CN)4]
(6b)
This compound was prepared, following the procedure for 3a, from 4b (2.02 g, 7.23 mmol)
and KB(CN)4 (1.15 g, 7.23 mmol) as a yellow liquid (1.70 g, 88%). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500
MHz) δ 3.81–3.76 (m, 2H), 3.52–3.43 (m, 6H), 3.03 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 2.32–2.15 (m,
4H), 1.33 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 126 MHz) δ 164.2, 123.6, 123.1, 122.5,
121.9, 54.6, 48.7, 44.1, 42.6, 30.4, 19.1, 18.2, 13.0. 11B NMR (CDCl3, 128 MHz) δ −38.28.
MS (ESI positive) m/z: [C9H17N2]+ calcd: 153.14; found: 153.14. MS (ESI negative) m/z:
[C4BN4]− calcd: 115.02; found: 115.02.
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3.9.2 Supporting Figures

Figure 3-9. Synthesis scheme for bicyclic ionic salts and liquids
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Figure 3-10. a) FTIR and b) TGA for bicyclic iodide precursors
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Figure 3-11. DSC curves for a) bicyclic iodide precursors b) [DBU]+ based ILs c)
[DBN]+ based ILs
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Figure 3-12. 3-D plot showing the relationship between molar volume, fractional free
volume, and solubility. Bicyclic ILs with [Tf2N] (green spheres) and [B(CN)4] (blue
spheres), and literature ILs 18, 54 (black spheres), with projections onto the xy and yz
planes for clarity
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4.2 Abstract
Porous materials have already manifested their unique properties in a number of
fields. Generally, porous materials are in a solid state rather than liquid, in which molecules
are closely packed without porosity. “Porous” and “liquid” seem like antonyms. Herein,
we report a new class of Type III porous liquids based on rational coupling of microporous
framework nanoparticles as porous hosts with a bulky ionic liquid as the fluid media.
Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) and CO2 adsorption measurements
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confirm the successful engineering of permanent porosity into these liquids. Compared to
common porous solid materials, as-synthesized porous liquids exhibited pronounced
hysteresis loops in the CO2 sorption isotherms even at ambient conditions (298 K, 1 bar).
The unique features of these novel porous liquids could bring new opportunities in many
fields including gas separation and storage, air separation and regeneration, gas transport,
and permanent gas storage at ambient conditions.

4.3 Introduction
Porosity is normally considered a central feature of porous solids such as metalorganic frameworks (MOFs), zeolites, and porous carbon.1-3 These solid materials with
high porosity and diverse functionality have shown great potential in numerous
applications including gas separation and storage3-4, catalysis5, sensors6, energy conversion
and storage7. However, the solid nature of these materials limits their further processing
and integration into conventional flow processes.8-10 In contrast, conventional liquids with
high fluidity are generally considered non-porous or merely having transient porosity with
small pores generated between the molecules due to random thermal motion.11-12 Porous
liquids have only recently been successfully synthesized2, 11 and can be regarded as a new,
emerging class of porous materials that couple the features of porous solids such as
permanent porosity and molecular sieving with the fluidity and fast mass transfer of liquids.
As a result, such porous materials are of great interest because of their unique
physicochemical characteristics that can offer great opportunities in the development of
size-selective adsorption and storage, homogeneous catalysis, and novel reaction media.2,
9-10

Porous liquids have been categorized into three types by James et al.1: Type I are
neat liquids with constituent molecules that maintain permanent pores in the liquid state;
Type II are essentially empty molecular hosts that are dissolved in a solvent where the
solvent molecules are sterically hindered to occupy the molecular host cavity; Type III
refer to porous framework materials that are dispersed in a in the fluid media where the
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fluid molecules are excluded from the pore networks. However, only a few successful
examples of porous liquids have been reported. The first example of a Type II porous liquid
was synthesized by Cooper et al.2 where a tetrahedral organic imine cage functionalized
with six crown ether substituents was dissolved into the sterically hindered solvent, 15crown-5, forming a Type II porous liquid. This porous liquid possessed permanent porosity
(ca. 5 Å) substantially enhancing the solubility of methane molecules compared to that of
the pure solvent. Additionally, successful preparation of a Type I porous liquid was
achieved by Dai et al.11 via rational surface engineering of hollow silica spheres with ionic
attachment of suitable ionic corona and canopy species resulting in accelerated gas
diffusion because of the hollow cavities. Moreover, Wang et al.13 reported a slurry system
that can be synthesized by suspending zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 (ZIF-8)
nanoparticles in bulky organic solvent where the pore channels can remain empty in the
slurry state, which can be classified into Type III porous liquids. In spite of some
remarkable properties, these materials still have important issues such as limited types of
porous liquids due to complex synthesis route, easy collapse or decomposition of organic
porous hosts, and difficulties in functionalizing porous liquids, which could impede further
development.

4.4 Experimental
4.4.1 Materials Characterization
Herein, we report a new family of Type III porous liquids that can be facilely
synthesized by a simple solution mixing of suitable porous hosts and rationally designed
ionic liquids (ILs). Two common types of porous framework materials, metal-organic
framework (ZIF-8) and zeolite (ZSM-5, Silicalite-1), with well-defined microporous
networks that could block bulky solvent molecules were prepared and adopted as the
porous hosts (see Supporting Information for details). ZIF-8 is a thermally and chemically
stable MOF in which zinc ions are tetrahedrally coordinated by the nitrogen atoms from 2methylimidazolate in a sodalite (SOD) topology, and thus possess large SOD cages (~11.6
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Å) connected with a small flexible cage window (~3.4 Å).4, 14 ZSM-5, a typical zeolite, has
well-defined micropores with sinusoidal channels of 0.55 nm x 0.51 nm and straight
channels of 0.56 nm x 0.53 nm, and has been widely used as solid catalyst in various
industry processes.5, 15 An all-silica version of ZSM-5, Silicalite-1, with similar channel
dimensions of 0.51 nm x 0.56 nm and 0.53 nm x 0.56 nm was also synthesized and used
as the porous host.16
To maintain permanent, accessible porosity within these frameworks, it is essential
to prevent the solvent molecules or ions from accessing the pore channels within the
frameworks while simultaneously maintaining a stable and uniform dispersion of the
porous framework nanoparticles in the solvent without any aggregation. Toward this end,
ionic liquids (ILs) are excellent candidates for fabricating porous liquids due to their unique
properties such as negligible vapor pressure, tailored ion structure, and good capability of
dissolving various organic/inorganic materials.17-18 Therefore, through rational design and
judicious selection, the [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 IL, Figure 4-1, was synthesized and employed
as the fluid solvent. To more precisely characterize the structure of the IL, the lowestenergy conformation for the ion pair was calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G (d, p) level, as
shown in Figure 4-1 b. This specific [DBU-PEG]2+ cation (molecular size of ca. of 1.9 nm
x 0.77 nm x 0.40 nm) with bulky cationic heads is much larger than the channel dimensions
of the porous frameworks, and thus can be completely blocked from entering the pores
through size exclusion.
Experimentally, the porous framework nanoparticles dispersed into the ionic liquid
(see Supporting Information for synthesis details) can create stable and homogeneous
porous liquids at room temperature. Figure 4-2 illustrates the formation of ZIF-8-based
porous liquids. The resultant porous liquids are extremely stable over long time periods
without any aggregation because of the formation of stable chemical bonding between the
solvent ions and solute nanoparticles at the solute-solvent interface.19 For example, the
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Figure 4-1. a) molecular formula of [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 ILs and b) top- and side- view
of optimized molecular conformation of [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 ILs at the B3LYP/631+G(d, p) level
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Figure 4-2. A Schematic illustration of the formation of ZIF-8 porous liquids
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electron-rich nitrogen atoms on the cation can interact with the exposed Zn2+ atoms on the
surface of the ZIF-8 nanoparticles, promoting the formation of a stable and homogeneous
nanoparticle suspension. To obtain a precise mass ratio of porous host to fluid solvent,
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to determine the final content of porous
framework solids in the porous liquids. The porous liquids are denoted by the porous host
name and its corresponding mass fraction in the porous liquids. For example, ZIF-8 porous
liquid (3.2 wt%) (denoted as ZIF-8-PL (3.2 wt%)) represent a porous liquid in which the
mass fraction of ZIF-8 nanoparticles in the ZIF-8/[DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 liquid
nanocomposite is 3.2%.
Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) was used to investigate the
permanent cavities in the porous liquids. PALS is an in-situ pore-/void-volume
characterization technique where the ortho-positronium (o-Ps), a parallel spin complex of
a positron and an electron, can be generated within low electron density regions of the
insulating material such as empty cavities by exposing the material to a positron source
such as 22Na.20-21 The o-Ps lifetime for the ZIF-8 porous liquid (3.2 wt%) extracted from
the measured positron lifetime spectrum, Figure 4-3, is ~2.21 ns, equivalent to an average
cavity diameter of 6.1 Å between the size of the window aperture (3.4 Å) and SOD cage
(11.6 Å), implying that permanent micropores have been successfully incorporated into the
liquid-state.
Density measurements of the samples were completed using a custom-made
pycnometer, created from a cut-off EPR tube that was calibrated with a variety of known
liquids (deionized water, density standards, common ILs). During calibration, the volume
of the cell was determined to be ~60 microliters with a volume uncertainty of less than 1
microliter (1.48% variability). This variation can be attributed to the difficulty of obtaining
a perfect fill without a displacement cap such as those provided with commercially
available pyncometers. Calibration checks were completed with commercially available
ILs and values matched literature values within 1.2 % error.
Density values, the arithmetic average and standard deviations from 5 replicate
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Figure 4-3. Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) of ZIF-8 porous liquid
(9.1 wt%). The annihilation lifetime of o-Ps (refer to the period between the
generation and annihilation of o-Ps) can be correlated to the average pore size in the
materials by the Tao-Eldrup model as following:
𝝉𝟑 = 𝟎. 𝟓 × [𝟏 −

𝑹
𝟏
𝟐𝝅𝑹 −𝟏
+
𝐬𝐢𝐧 (
)]
𝑹 + ∆𝑹 𝟐𝝅
𝑹 + ∆𝑹

Where 𝝉𝟑 refer to the o-Ps lifetime (ns), and ∆𝑹 is the empirical electron thickness
that is generally taken to be 1.66 Å.
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measurements, for the new ILs and PLs are presented in Table 4-1. A significant decrease
in density is seen for the porous liquids, which can be attributed to the successful
incorporation of free volume in the liquid phase. The magnitude of density change seen
here is far greater than values reported by Gomes and coauthors who suspended ZIF-8 in a
common phosphonium ionic liquid.22 The long chain phosphonium cations [P6,6,6,14]+ are
likely incorporated into the framework to varying degree, as represented in simulations by
the same group. The significant density changes in the ZIF-8-PLs with respect to pure
[DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 confirms the exclusion of the IL from the ZIF-8 pores.

4.5 Results and Discussion
For preliminary trials, two different ionic liquids were tested as the fluidic
precursor. The common 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide,
[Bmim][Tf2N],

and

the

Diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-en-8-ium)

new

8,8′-(3,6-dioxaoctane-1,8-diyl)bis(1,8-

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide,

[DBU-

PEG][NTf2]2, were chosen as suitable candidates since their ionic diameters exceed the
size of the cavity windows in the porous substrates. Therefore, it was expected that the
ionic liquids would be completely excluded from the pore network. Porous liquids were
obtained by independently mixing each of the three porous hosts ZIF-8, ZSM-5, and
Silcalite-1 with the respective ILs in a similar mass ratio.
To further assess the potential permanent cavities in the porous liquids, CO2
adsorption-desorption measurements were carried out at ambient temperature as shown in
Figure 4-4. Pronounced enhancement of CO2 adsorption capacities were detected for all
three [DBU-PEG][NTf2]2-based porous liquids compared to the pure IL, whereas little
change in CO2 adsorption capacity was observed for the [Bmim][Tf2N]-based liquid
analogues. Such significant differences can be attributed to the fact that the small-sized
[Bmim]+ cation can pass through the window apertures of the porous hosts and occupy the
cavities, whereas the bulky [DBU-PEG]2+ cations are excluded from the pores, thus
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Table 4-1. Summary of high-pressure experimental and theoretical CO2 adsorption
capacities for as-synthesized porous liquids, pure IL, and porous solids

ZIF-8-PL

ZSM-5-PL
Silicalite-1-PL
[DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2
ZIF-8
ZSM-5
Silicalite-1

porous particle
content (wt%)

Density
(g/mL)

N2 capacity
(mmol/g)
8 bar, 298 K

3.2
10.0
20.0
30.0
5.4
2.1
0
100
100
100

1.43
1.39
1.34
1.29
1.45
0.35
1.78
1.76

0.04
1.16
0.83
0.62
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CO2 capacity (mmol/g)
10 bar, 298 K
Exp.
Theo. %theo
0.50
0.81
1.17
1.57
0.46
0.38
0.34
6.04
2.80
2.30

0.52
0.91
1.48
2.05
0.48
0.39
-

95%
88%
79%
76%
96%
99%
-

Figure 4-4. High-pressure CO2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 298 K of ZIF-8,
ZSM-5, and Silicalite-1 incorporated into: a) [Bmim][Tf2N] based liquid mixtures
with pure [Bmim][Tf2N] included for comparison, b) [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 based
porous liquids, with pure [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 IL included for comparison.
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preserving the micropores and providing extra CO2 adsorption sites. Intuitively, ZIF-8,
with a pore size of ~3.4 Å that is smaller than the reported ionic diameter of [Bmim]+ (6.6
Å),23-24 should also exclude the [Bmim][Tf2N] IL from the pore network; however, recent
reports25-27 of successful incorporation of [Bmim]-based ILs into the cage space of ZIF-8
frameworks which are supposed to arise from a combination of the conformation transition
of the [Bmim]+ cation and the flexible pore architecture of ZIF-8, are in good agreement
with the almost invariant CO2 adsorption results observed in the [Bmim][Tf2N]-based
liquid mixtures.
Moreover, it can be seen that under the same content of porous framework solids,
ZIF-8 porous liquids could exhibit the highest enhancement of CO2 adsorption capacity
among these porous liquids. This is likely due to the fact that the ZIF-8 has the highest CO2
capacity due to the largest microporous surface area (1297 m2/g) and largest micropore
volume (0.58 cm3/g) among the three porous hosts, most of which is preserved in the ionic
liquid media and functions as active CO2 adsorption sites. Figure 4-5 and Table 4-2
contain additional porosity properties of the three microporous materials. Both ZSM-5 and
Silicalite-1 perform quite well, even with smaller micropore surface area and volume.
ZIF-8 was chosen for additional study, due to its potential to reach the highest
overall capacity. Subsequently, the porous liquid concentration was further examined by
varying the ratio of microporous particles in relation to the fluid media. Nanoparticle
content was gradually increased to a maximum of 30 wt% in the porous liquids which
correlates to the enhancement of CO2 sorption is seen in Figure 4-6. From the isotherms,
it can be seen that the ZIF-8-PL (30 wt%) sample exhibits the highest CO2 adsorption
capacity (1.54 mmol/g), which is approximately 4.7 times the CO2 adsorption capacity of
pure [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 IL. When weighted to the amount of microporous material in the
porous liquids, the CO2 uptake is comparable to that of pristine solids. Theoretical CO2
capacities for porous liquids were calculated by the following equation:
𝑛𝑃𝐿 = 𝜔𝐼𝐿 𝑛𝐼𝐿 + 𝜔𝑁𝑃 𝑛𝑁𝑃
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Figure 4-5. N2 adsorption isotherms (77 K) for the as-synthesized porous framework
solids
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Table 4-2. Textural Properties of as-synthesized porous frameworks
SBET[a]

Sm[b]

Vt[c]

Vm[d]

(m2g-1)

(m2g-1)

(cm3g-1)

(cm3g-1)

ZIF-8

1335

1297

0.72

0.58

ZSM-5

408

289

0.57

0.13

Silicalite-1

304

208

0.38

0.10

[a] Surface area calculated from the BET equation in the relative pressure range of 0.05–
0.20. [b] Micropore surface area calculated using the t-plot method. [c] Single point total
pore volume calculated at a relative pressure of 0.97. [d] Micropore volume calculated by
the t-plot method
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Figure 4-6. CO2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of ZIF-8 porous liquids at 25 °C,
[DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 IL included for comparison.
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where ωIL and ωNP refer to the mass content of ILs and microporous nanoparticles in the
porous liquids, and nIL and nNP are the experimental CO2 adsorption capacities at 10 bar
(Figure 4-4 & 4-7) for the pure IL and microporous solid nanoparticles, respectively. The
experimentally determined capacities are quite similar the theoretical values, especially at
low concentrations (Table 4-1). The deviations at higher concentration arise from the slow
equilibration of the gas transport from the liquid phase into the porous particles. The CO2
adsorption capacities of these porous liquids can be correlated with the mass content of the
microporous nanoparticles, indicating that facile adjustment of gas adsorption performance
can be achieved by altering the mass ratio of the microporous nanoparticles to ILs.
The CO2 desorption isotherms were also measured and are summarized in Figure
4-4 and Figure 4-6. The slight increase in gas uptake during desorption process may result
from buoyancy effects due to changes in the density or swelling of the porous liquids during
the CO2 adsorption step. In contrast to the highly reversible Type-I isotherms observed in
the pure porous solids (see Figure 4-7) and the slight hysteresis loop on the pure [DBUPEG][Tf2N]2 ILs, the [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2-based porous liquids exhibit marked desorption
hysteresis loops indicating that the adsorbed CO2 molecules are not immediately released
as the pressure was reduced and remain trapped in the ionic liquid matrix and the vacant
pore channels within the porous liquids. This is mostly likely due to a combination of
stronger interaction of the former with CO2 and CO2-accessible micropores residing in the
porous liquids. To the best of our knowledge, such broad sorption hysteresis has not been
previously observed in pure imidazolium-based ionic liquids,28-29 or for the solid
microporous sorbents tested, with exception of few sorbents with flexible pores.30-32 This
suggests the possibility of bestowing various MOFs or zeolites with rigid frameworks
hysteresis desorption behavior while retaining their intrinsic microporous network.
Electron microscopy was used to further characterize the microscopic structure of the
porous framework nanoparticles and porous liquids, and the results are summarized in
Figure 4-8 and supporting information Figures 4-13 through 4-15.
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Figure 4-7. High-pressure (10 bar) CO2 adsorption-desorption isotherms for pure
framework solids.
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Figure 4-8. TEM images of a) as-synthesized ZIF-8 nanoparticles, and b) assynthesized ZIF-8 porous liquids (30 wt%)
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The differences in absorption above 1 bar are likely due to the multifaceted
chemical domains in this system. At relatively low pressure, the CO2 is quickly sorbed into
the liquid phase and transported into the vacant porous materials due to a large
concentration gradient in which the ZIF-8 acts as a trap quickly removing the first volumes
of CO2 dosed into the system. However, at higher pressures are thermodynamically limited
by both porous liquid components. The sorption into the ionic liquid slows due to a smaller
gradient since the initial CO2 likely adsorbs to the ZIF-8 apertures prior to filling the
cavities, retarding the further sorption of gases into the structure. There could also be
effects imparted from a solvation shell or immobilized layer of IL on or near the surface of
the porous particles.
While enhancing capacity is important, it is not the only factor. In real separations
a mixture of gases will need to be isolated, requiring a selective sorbent. Here, ideal
selectivity values were calculated from the single gas solubilities at various pressures. The
nitrogen solubility in the pure ILs and the low concentration porous liquids is below the
detection limit of the instrument, so selectivity values for these materials could not be
determined. However, results for ZIF-8 and ZIF-8-PL (30 wt%) are plotted in Figure 4-9.
The carbon dioxide to nitrogen selectivity of pure ZIF-8 is only 4 but is increased to an
average of about 25 for the 30 wt% porous liquid. This accounts for an enhancement of
approximately 6 times the selectivity of the solid porous precursor. Not only has the
addition of porous materials enhanced the capacity of the liquid, the liquid has increased
the selectivity of the porous materials. So, while neither capacity or selectivity alone is
greater than the sum of its precursors, the composite of these two materials is synergistic
in its combined features.

4.6 Conclusions
In summary, we report a new family of Type III porous liquids that can be facilely
synthesized by rational combination of suitable porous frameworks (ZIF-8, ZSM-5, and
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Figure 4-9. Selectivity values for the 30 wt% porous liquid show significant
enhancement over those of pure ZIF-8
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Silicalite-1) with a bulky ionic liquid ([DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 IL). The existence of permanent
porosity in these porous liquids was confirmed by PALS and CO2 sorption measurements.
The porous liquids exhibit tailorable and enhanced CO2 adsorption capacities due to the
successful preservation of intrinsic porosity of the microporous ZIF-8, ZSM-5 and
Silicalite-1 nanoparticles. Notably, pronounced hysteresis loops in the CO2 desorption
were observed for these porous liquids at ambient conditions. This combination of the
tailorable adsorption and hysteresis desorption behavior of these porous liquids
demonstrate their potential as a new platform to rationally control or gate the gas sorption
behavior in porous liquids. Therefore, fluid sorbents with CO2 hysteresis effect are
desirable for safe, short and long-term storage, and transportation. While the nanoparticles
allow for high CO2 adsorption capacity, the selected ionic liquid displays high CO2
selectivity and negligible permeability for N2 which is highly desirable for carbon
sequestration in industrial gas emissions.
The intrinsic pore channels and active functional sites such as uncoordinated metal
sites and basic amino groups in the porous hosts can be preserved even after fabrication
into porous liquids. Furthermore, fine control of thermodynamic factors such as adsorbate
concentration and kinetic factors such as diffusion rate, two vital factors that influence the
adsorption behavior of porous materials, could be achieved through rational selection of
suitable ionic liquid as the fluid solvent. Such novel porous liquids could bring new
opportunities in many fields including gas separations and storage, air regeneration, gas
transport, and permanent storage at ambient conditions. Additionally, given the vast
number of microporous framework materials and nearly infinite ionic liquids species, a
series of Type III porous liquids can be rationally designed and fabricated in the future,
opening up new opportunities in many important domains.
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4.7 Supporting Information
4.7.1 Chemicals and Reagents
Tetraethyl

orthosilicate

(98%),

aluminum

isopropoxide

(99.99%),

tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (1 M aqueous solution), 2-methylimidazole (99%), ZnO
nanoparticles,

triethylene

glycol,

1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene

(98%),

p-

toluenesulfonyl chloride (99%) were all purchased from Aldrich. Potassium hydroxide
powder, lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiNTf2) were purchased from Fischer
Scientific. Common solvents, reagents, and chemicals were purchased from other
commercial vendors and used without further purification.

4.7.2 Analytical Techniques
1

H and

13

C NMR spectra were recorded at ambient temperature on a Varian

VNMRS 500 MHz narrow-bore broadband system. 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts were
referenced to the residual solvent.
Mass spectrometry analyses were performed using a QSTAR Elite quadrupole
time-of-flight (QTOF) mass spectrometer with an electrospray ionization source from AB
Sciex (Concord, Ontario, Canada).
The N2 sorption isotherms at 77 K were measured on a Micromeritics Gemini 2390t
system to determine the textural properties of synthesized porous solids. Before gas
measurement, the ZIF-8 samples were pretreated at 200 °C under flowing N2 for 12 h, and
the ZSM-5 and Silicalite-1 samples were pre-treated at 300 °C under flowing N2 for 12 h.
The total surface area was calculated from the N2 adsorption isotherms using the BET
equation in the relative pressure range of 0.05–0.20.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were taken on a Zeiss Auriga
Crossbeam SEM at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. Transmission scanning electron
microscope (STEM) images were acquired with a Hitachi HD-2000 operating at 200 kV.
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Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected on a PANalytical Empyrean
diffractometer with Ni-filtered Cu Kα (λ = 1.54 A) radiation operating at 45 kV and 40
mA.
CO2 absorption measurements were acquired using an Intelligent Gravimetric
Analyzer (Hiden Isochema, UK). Approximately 50 mg of sample was loaded into a quartz
holder and evacuated to 5 mbar at 60 °C to degas and dry the sample. The mass uptake
(corrected for buoyancy) was then measured as a function of pressure up to a final pressure
of 10 bar. The temperature was controlled by a recirculating bath.

4.7.3 Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS)
The sample was measured at room temperature, using a conventional samplesource-sample sandwich geometry. The positron source (20μCi) was made from a 22NaCl
solution evaporated onto the surface of the sample placed on a thin Al foil. Then the sample
placed on the other Al foil will cover the sample with positron source with the objective of
containing all emitted positrons within the sample. The 1.274 MeV gamma ray indicates a
positron emission event, and the 0.511 MeV annihilation gamma rays were detected using
a fast scintillator (BaF2), coupled with photomultiplier tubes (PMT). Different from the
traditional experimental setup, a double-stop setup33 was employed in this work, as shown
in Scheme S1. A pair of 0.511 MeV gamma rays is detected by two PMTs which are placed
face to face on the opposite sides of the source-sample assembly. The positron lifetime is
defined as the average value of the time intervals between the birth gamma ray and the two
annihilation gamma rays for a coincidence event. Data were obtained using a digital
oscilloscope with a timing resolution of 199 ps.

4.7.4 Synthesis of Ionic Liquids, Porous Materials, and Porous Liquids
1,8-ditosyl-3,6-dioxaoctane (TsPEG150Ts) (1) To a solution of triethylene glycol
(5.72 g, 38.07 mmol) in dichloromethane (40 mL) was added p-toluenesulfonyl chloride
(14.52 g, 76.14 mmol), and the mixture was cooled to 0 °C. While stirring, potassium
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hydroxide powder (17.09 g, 304.56 mmol) was added in portions. The reaction continued
stirring and was allowed to warm to room temperature overnight. Deionized water (80 mL)
was then added, and the mixture was extracted with chloroform (2 × 50 mL). The combined
chloroform extracts were dried over magnesium sulfate, filtered, concentrated, and dried
under vacuum to give 1 as an off-white solid (16.99 g, 97%).Characterizations matched
those reported in the literature.34-35
1

H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 7.78 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 4H), 7.34 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 4H),

4.15–4.12 (m, 4H), 3.66–3.63 (m, 4H), 3.52 (s, 4H), 2.44 (s, 6H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 126
MHz) δ 145.0, 133.2, 130.0, 128.1, 70.9, 69.4, 68.9, 21.8.
8,8′-(3,6-dioxaoctane-1,8-diyl)bis(1,8-Diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-en-8-ium)
ditosylate (TsODBUPEG150DBUOTs) (2) Following a modified general procedure from
the literature,36 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) (1.80 mL, 11.80 mmol) was
added to a solution of 1 (2.39 g, 5.22 mmol) in dry toluene (20 mL), and the mixture was
stirred at 115 °C under N2 for 24 h. After cooling to room temperature and storing at −10
°C overnight, the excess toluene layer was decanted. The oily residue was then washed
with dry ethyl ether (3 × 15 mL) and dried under vacuum to afford 2 as a dark yellow
viscous oil (3.36 g, 84%).
1

H NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz) δ 7.48 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 4H), 7.12 (d, J = 7.8 Hz,

4H), 3.71 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 4H), 3.63–3.59 (m, 4H), 3.58–3.50 (m, 8H), 3.48–3.43 (m, 8H),
2.87–2.83 (m, 4H), 2.29 (s, 6H), 1.94 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 4H), 1.70–1.63 (m, 4H), 1.63–1.56
(m, 8H). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, 126 MHz) δ 166.5, 145.8, 137.5, 128.0, 125.4, 69.8, 67.9,
53.9, 52.6, 48.5, 46.9, 27.6, 27.3, 25.3, 22.6, 20.8, 19.5. MS (ESI positive) m/z:
[C24H44N4O2]2+ calcd: 210.17; found: 210.16. MS (ESI negative) m/z: [C14H14O6S2]2−
calcd: 171.01; found: 171.01.
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Figure 4-10. Schematic diagram of the positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy
(PALS) system
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Figure 4-11. General synthetic scheme for synthesis of [DBU–PEG][Tf2N]2 ionic
liquid
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8,8′-(3,6-dioxaoctane-1,8-diyl)bis(1,8-Diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-en-8-ium)
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (Tf2NDBUPEG150DBUNTf2) (3) Ditosylate 2
(3.31 g, 4.34 mmol) was dissolved in acetonitrile (30 mL), and lithium
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiNTf2) (2.74 g, 9.56 mmol) was added. The mixture
was stirred at room temperature overnight and then diluted with dichloromethane (30 mL),
washed with deionized water (3 × 40 mL), dried over magnesium sulfate, filtered,
concentrated, and dried under vacuum to yield 3 as a yellow oil (2.29 g, 54%).
1

H NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz) δ 3.72 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 4H), 3.66–3.61 (m, 4H),

3.60–3.53 (m, 8H), 3.50–3.44 (m, 8H), 2.89–2.83 (m, 4H), 1.96 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 4H), 1.72–
1.65 (m, 4H), 1.65–1.58 (m, 8H). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, 126 MHz) δ 166.6, 119.5 (q, JC–F
= 322.0 Hz, NTf2), 69.8, 67.8, 53.9, 52.6, 48.5, 46.9, 27.6, 27.3, 25.3, 22.6, 19.5. MS (ESI
positive) m/z: [C24H44N4O2]2+ calcd: 210.17; found: 210.16. MS (ESI negative) m/z:
[C4F12N2O8S4]2− calcd: 279.92; found: 279.91.
Synthesis of ZIF-8 nanoparticles37-38 In 50 mL centrifuge vial, a solution of 2.0 g
2-methylimidazole in 20 mL methanol was added into a 20 mL methanol solution of ZnO
nanoparticles (2.0 g) ethanol dispersion solution with the concentration being 40%). After
the mixture was stirred for 48 hours at room temperature, white product was separated by
centrifugation and washed with ethanol for three times. The product was further dried
under vacuum at 60 oC overnight before further use.
Synthesis of ZSM-5 nanoparticles39-40 The chemical composition is:
9TPAOH:0.25Al2O3:25SiO2:599H2O. The initial solutions were prepared by mixing
tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 98%, Aldrich), aluminum isopropoxide (99.99%, Aldrich),
and tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH, 1 M aqueous solution, Aldrich). The silica
and alumina alkoxydes were hydrolyzed under slow stirring (50 rpm) for 24 h at room
temperature. The alcohols issued from the silica and alumina sources were evaporated for
5 h at 40 °C under stirring. The water weight loss due to the evaporation process was
compensated by adding distilled water in the initial solution. The obtained clear solutions
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were transferred in polypropylene (PP) bottles and subjected to hydrothermal (HT)
treatment in a conventional oven. The syntheses were performed at 90 °C for 18 h. After
the treatment, the zeolite suspensions were purified in a series of four steps consisting of
high-speed centrifugation (10000 rpm, 20 min), removal of the mother liquor, and washed
by water for several times.
Synthesis of Silicalite-1 nanoparticles41 The chemical composition is:
9TPAOH:25SiO2:480H2O. The initial solutions were prepared by mixing tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS, 98%, Aldrich) and tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH, 1 M
aqueous solution, Aldrich). The silica alkoxydes was hydrolyzed under slow stirring (50
rpm) for 24 h at room temperature. The obtained clear solutions were transferred in
polypropylene (PP) bottles and subjected to hydrothermal (HT) treatment in a conventional
oven. The syntheses were performed at 90 °C for 96 h. After the treatment, the zeolite
suspensions were purified in a series of steps consisting of high-speed centrifugation
(10000 rpm, 20min), removal of the mother liquor, and washed by water for several times.

Synthesis route of porous liquids The fabrication of porous liquids in this work
was conducted by a solution blending method. In a typical synthesis of ZIF-8 porous liquid
(3.2 wt%), as-synthesized ZIF-8 nanocrystals (0.05 g) were first dispersed in 10 ml fresh
methanol, after which it was vigorously stirred for 2 h and sonicated for another 2 h to
disperse the ZIF-8 nanoparticles. The [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 ionic liquid (1.0 g) was first
diluted with methanol (9.0 g) and sonicated for 20 min. The as-prepared [DBUPEG][Tf2N]2 dilute solution was then added into collected ZIF-8 suspension solution (1
mL), and then sonicated for 2h to obtain a homogeneous suspension of ZIF-8 nanoparticles
in the liquid. After thorough mixing, the resultant solution was air-dried at 80 ℃ overnight.
The obtained colloidal ZIF-8 porous liquids was then kept at 40 ℃ under vacuum for
further use. The other porous liquids used in this work were synthesized by a similar simple
procedure by varying the type of porous solids (ZIF-8, ZSM-5 and Silicalite-1) and ILs, as
well as the rough mass ratio of porous solids to ILs. To obtain a precise mass ratio of porous
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solid to ionic liquid, thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) was adopted to determine the final
content of porous framework solids in the porous liquids.
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Figure 4-12. XRD of synthesized ZIF-8, ZSM-5, and Silicalite-1 nanoparticles
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Figure 4-13. SEM images of as-synthesized ZIF-8 nanoparticles
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Figure 4-14. a) SEM and b-d) TEM images of as-synthesized ZSM-5 nanoparticles
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Figure 4-15. a) SEM and b-d) TEM images of as-synthesized Silicalite-1 nanoparticles
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CHAPTER 5.

INVESTIGATING THE MODE OF GAS

SORPTION IN POROUS LIQUIDS VIA IN-SITU FTIR STUDY
OF CARBON DIOXIDE ISOTHERMS
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5.1 Abstract
Porous liquids are a new class of fluid sorbents that combine the attributes of porous
materials into a nonvolatile liquid matrix, creating permanent cavities in the liquid phase.
The addition of free spaces into the liquid can promote gas sorption and transport through
the medium. Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATRFTIR) was used to analyze a type III porous liquid created from a bulky ionic liquid and
zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 (ZIF-8). A high-pressure ATR cell was used to record in
situ measurements of carbon dioxide sorption. The ionic liquid phase shows no significant
differences, while the ZIF-8 displays peak shifts upon incorporation of CO2. At pressures
below 1 bar, CO2 uptake proceeds via physisorption as seen by the antisymmetric
stretching mode of dissolved carbon dioxide. Upon increasing pressures from 2 to 7 bar,
free gaseous CO2 modes become apparent. Relative quantitation and preliminary
concentration calculations were also completed.

5.2 Introduction
Many materials have been proposed for use in carbon capture and storage.
Traditional porous absorbents such as activated carbons, zeolites, and framework materials
have a high surface area and high capacity but are limited by low selectivity. Ionic liquids
(ILs) with negligible vapor pressure and tunable solubility are also capable of
physisorption. ILs have a more limited capacity but are highly selective and easily
regenerated via pressure swing or nominal heating. This tradeoff between a highly selective
or highly efficient separation is one of the primary limitations of gas separation and storage.
With the development of advanced materials, perhaps a synergistic relationship between
these two features could be achieved through the proper combination.
Free volume has long been a point of interest in the field of polymer membrane
materials. Mass transport is enhanced in the void spaces comparted to the dense bulk phase.
However, even in the solid phase of rigid glassy polymers, the long-term stability of these
voids is a challenge still being investigated. In traditional liquids, free volume is
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predominately extrinsic porosity which occurs due to the intermolecular spacing between
molecules. In contrast, traditional porous materials have high free volumes and varying
stability based on their composition. These range from rigid matrices like zeolites and
carbons, to flexible but relatively resilient frameworks like MOFs and COFs.
In 2007 O’Reilly et al proposed porous liquids as a new class of fluid adsorbents
that combine the attributes of porous materials with a nonvolatile liquid matrix.1
Incorporation of intrinsic porosity into the liquid phase has been suggested via three
different strategies: type I as a neat liquid and type II/III as a host or framework material
respectively in a bulky solvent. With the proper selection of components, permanent
cavities can be achieved in the liquid phase. In 2015, Zhang created the first type I porous
liquid with permanent cavities in a neat liquid by functionalizing hollow silica spheres
through grafting long chains.2 The addition of free spaces into the liquid have been
theorized to promote gas transport through the medium. Indeed, the incorporation of the
hollow moiety was found to enhance the gas permeability through membranes created
using the HS-liquids.2 While more synthetically demanding, these neat liquids lend
themselves to inherent stability.
In contrast, proper design of type II or III liquids generally rely on size and weaker
noncovalent interactions. The primary concern is the chemical structure of the solvent,
finding a composition which is capable of creating a homogeneous solution that is solvating
but non-saturating. In other words, the goal is to create a solvation shell around the porous
material, without intrusion of the liquid into pores. A straightforward answer to this
problem is the use of size exclusion, where every dimension of the solvent is larger than
the smallest dimension of the solute. Therefore, the solvent ILs must be carefully designed
with bulky ions larger than the apertures in the porous material to retain the intrinsic
porosity. Additionally, the porous particle size must remain small to avoid phase separation
where the solids could precipitate out of solution. Nanoscale materials can be used to
generate a more stable colloidal suspension with better longevity.
Recently, our group reported on a type III porous liquid3 using a new dicationic
liquid from glycol-linked DBU heterocycles, with [DBU-PEG]2+ dimensions large enough
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to be excluded from 3.4 Å apertures4 of zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 (ZIF-8). The
resulting mixture yielded stable type III porous liquids at various concentrations from 3 to
30 wt%. Investigation of the gravimetric adsorption properties of the [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2
ZIF-8 porous liquids (PL) showed they have 77-96% of theoretical capacity based on their
composition and approximately 5 times greater CO2/N2 selectivity compared to ZIF-8. The
presence of unique hysteresis seen in PL and pure IL was an interesting observation which
prompted further investigation.
In situ attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATRFTIR) was chosen to better understand the structure, interfacial properties, and gas
adsorption mechanism of these new materials. Both ionic liquids and polymers have been
the subject of in situ supercritical fluid spectroscopy in the past.5-6 In addition, some
composite materials have been previously examined by IR to probe the interfacial
interactions.7 Thus far, porous liquids in the literature have been primarily examined for
their synthesis and stability, with some limited applications. Herein, we intend to explore
both the interfacial chemical properties and gas adsorption mechanism through FTIR. The
resulting datasets were used to quantify the amount of CO2 sorption using integrated peak
areas. The concentration calculations from IR will be compared to gravimetric analysis of
gas sorption. Additional analysis of the structure will be examined through x-ray scattering.

5.3 Experimental
Carbon dioxide (99.999 %) and nitrogen (UHP) were purchased from Airgas.
Additionally, an in-line Agilent moisture trap was added to remove any residual moisture
from the incoming gases. Ionic liquids and porous liquids were synthesized based on
previously reported procedures.3 Figure 5-1 depicts structures of [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 and
zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 (ZIF-8) and a graphical representation of the
combination resulting in a porous liquid.
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 5-1. The chemical structures of a) [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 IL; b) ZIF-8 porous
framework

with

tetrahedrons

showing

the

coordination

of

zinc

methylimidazolate;4 and c) a graphical schematic depicting the porous liquid.
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Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was completed using a Perkin Elmer
Frontier FTIR with LiTaO3 detector. In order to achieve a consistent background
throughout the entire series of measurements, both the detector and sample compartments
were constantly purged using a Parker Balston generator which provided dry air flow with
less than 1 ppm CO2. A Golden Gate Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) accessory was
purchased from Specac with a diamond crystal and custom high-pressure sample cell. This
supercritical fluid cell ATR top plate was modified from the original 1/16” to 1/8” stainless
steel tubing. A 4000 series temperature controller for the ATR top plate was also obtained
from Specac.
Following the addition of each new sample, the pressure cell was sealed with a new
graphite gasket. The temperature-controlled ATR stage allowed for in-situ preparation of
the liquid samples. Each sample was heated under vacuum at 60 °C overnight to outgas
prior to measurement. An inline pressure gauge and needle valve allowed for precise
dosing of pressures. A schematic of the cell and instrument setup is provided in Figure 52. Scans were taken with 2 cm-1 resolution. Sample equilibration at each pressure was
checked at 5-minute intervals until the peak intensity remained constant. The total
equilibration time was sample dependent and varied from 10 to 40 minutes.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Preliminary Spectroscopic Investigation – Precursors vs. Composite
Pure IL. To begin, the pure ionic liquid was characterized since the cation, to the
best of our knowledge, has not previously been reported in the literature except in our
former work. The common [Tf2N] anion used here has been previously studied by other
groups, and numerous predominant peaks in the fingerprint region correspond well to its
known vibrations.8-9 The peaks at 1618, 1528 cm-1 are most likely contributions from the
substituted amidine from DBU. Some vibrational frequencies of interest are reported in
Table 5-1.
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Figure 5-2. a) Image of the setup for in-situ measurements, and b) a graphical
representation of the evanescent wave
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Table 5-1. IR peaks of interest for pure CO2, IL, and ZIF-8
Vibrational Frequencies (cm-1)
Literature
Experimental
CO2
bending ν2
antisymmetric ν3
IL [Tf2N]CF3 antisymmetric bending
SO2 antisymmetric bending(in-, out-of-plane)
S-N-S bending
S-N-S symmetric stretching
C-S stretching
SO2 symmetric stretching (in-plane)
SO2 antisymmetric stretching (out-of-plane)
ZIF-8
imidazole aromatic C-H stretch10
Ring out-of-plane bending10
C=N stretch11
Zn-N bond12
transmission4
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667
2349

2385-2300

571
602, 619
651
741, 762
790, 1058
1139, 1195, 1231
1333, 1352

568
599, 613
653
740, 762
788, 1051
1132, 1174, 1226
1328, 1348

3136
759
1580
421

Pure ZIF-8. To ensure a conformal coating of the diamond ATR crystal was
maintained for the duration of the preparation and analysis, the ZIF-8 powder was
dispersed in ethanol in an ultrasonic bath and the resulting suspension was used to coat the
crystal via a drop-casting method. Small quantities of the solution were subsequently added
and dried to form an opaque layer that covered and surrounded the entire crystal. As
additional verification that the drop-cast method provided sufficient coating of material,
the Universal ATR accessory from Perkin Elmer was used with pressure anvil and yielded
similar results. Specific peaks that have previously been reported in the literature are listed
in Table 5-1.
Porous Liquid. When comparing the two fluids, the porous liquid reveals similar
features to the individual components, as seen in Figure 5-3. As expected, the porous liquid
shows incorporation of ZIF-8 yields peaks from the framework material10, 13 (denoted by
asterisks) while maintaining very similar features to the pure IL. In general, the absorbance
of the porous liquid is less than that of the ionic liquid, this could be due to reduced
intermolecular interactions in the ionic liquid phase due to the incorporation of the porous
material. Reduced intensity of the liquid peaks can be attributed to the IL lower
concentration of the IL as fewer ions persist in the path of the IR beam. Interestingly, there
are a few peaks that show higher relative absorbance in the PL, 1651, 1450, and 759 cm-1;
yet two other PL peaks that have lower relative absorbance than their respective IL peaks,
1329 and 599 cm-1.

5.4.2 In-situ CO2 Adsorption Monitored via FTIR
It is well known that carbon dioxide is considered a greenhouse gas since it is a
strong infrared absorber. CO2 is a linear molecule with D∞h symmetry which has four
vibrational modes: symmetric stretching, asymmetric stretching, and two degenerate
bending modes. Of these modes, all but one result in a change of dipole moment and are
therefore IR active. Carbon dioxide is ubiquitous and can be a common “contaminant” seen
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Figure 5-3. Spectra of the two precursors, [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 and ZIF-8, and
resultant 20 wt% ZIF-8-PL in the evacuated sample chamber. Points of interest
included increased resolution of ZIF-8 features in the PL (marked by *) and changes
in relative intensity of IL (marked by arrows).
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in routine infrared analysis, along with atmospheric water. This problem is so common, in
fact, that most instrument manufacturers have devised an algorithm to minimize and
suppress these spectral features.
Atmospheric CO2 yields a significant signal and is prone to fluctuations due to
differences in air flow in the laboratory, which can lead to variability between background
and sample measurements. For these experiments, all CO2 and H2O suppression features
have been deactivated, and scrupulous attention was given to adequately purging the
sample environment. To ensure a consistent background throughout the duration of the
measurement, a constant purge of the optical and sample compartments was maintained.
As a frame of reference, the prominent features in the spectra of CO2 gas are shown in
Figure 5-4. The antisymmetric stretching mode ν3 (2285-2385) seen as two primary
branches due to the rotational-vibrational coupling yielding the P and R branches at 2337
and 2362. The other distinctive feature is the bending mode ν2 at 668.

5.4.3 CO2 and Ionic Liquid, [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2.
Real time in-situ measurements with FTIR allow for insight into the adsorption
process. Initially, the pure IL was examined independently to determine method of CO2
sorption. At pressures up to 5 bar, there are no major changes in IL peaks, the only signal
changes come from the incorporation of the CO2 gas, as seen in Figure 5-5. At low
pressures a new peak emerges from the CO2 antisymmetric stretching band at 2340.5 cm-1
(shoulder 2328) and the IL peak at 653.5 cm-1 increases in absorbance, both of these peaks
increase absorbance with increasing pressure. At 1.5 bar, we begin seeing deviation from
the baseline near 2361 cm-1 and 667.5 cm-1 both of which become more substantial peaks
at 4 bar. These primary differences can be attributed to the dissolution of free CO2. In
comparison we also see slight decreases in the absorbance of other peaks with increasing
pressure. This has previously been attributed to the swelling of the structure upon gas
incorporation into the sample and has been seen in both ionic liquids and polymers.
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Figure 5-4. Stretching and bending modes of carbon dioxide and representative
spectra from empty ATR cell with increasing pressures of CO2 gas
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Figure 5-5. In-situ FTIR of [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2. Changes in IR absorption with
increasing pressure in pure ionic liquid, [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2, from vacuum up to 4 bar
CO2.
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Minimal interactions have been reported for other [Tf2N]-based ILs in the past. For
example, Seki found that dissolved CO2 in [bmim][Tf2N] retained features most similar to
the two pure components compared to other imidazolium ILs with fluorinated anions, with
only slight shifts in the SO2 and CF3 bands.14
Kazarian and coworkers have previously studied the bending mode of supercritical
CO2 in [bmim][PF6] and [bmim][BF4] and observed the broadening and different
magnitudes of peak splitting in the ν2 band due to the removal of the double degeneracy as
the gas molecule interacts with the IL.5 The increase in magnitude of the [DBUPEG][Tf2N]2 in Figure 5-5 is likely due to an overlapping signal from the CO2, and the
appearance of a small shoulder near 660 cm-1 could signify slight bending of the CO2 as it
interacts with Lewis base sites in the IL. Unfortunately, precise analysis of the bending
modes in this system is complicated due to interference from an intrinsic peak of the IL.
Previously in ionic liquids and polymers the antisymmetric stretching mode of
dissolved CO2 has been identified in the same region seen here, with peak maxima
occurring anywhere from 2336-2344 cm-1 and a shoulder on the low wavenumber side of
the main band.5-6, 15-19 Interestingly, in addition to the dissolved CO2 peak near 2340 cm-1,
in the pure IL we begin to see contributions from free CO2 at 2360 cm-1 at pressures above
one bar. This is a unique observation compared to other published ILs which only show
the dissolved CO2 peak. In some ways, this more closely resembles spectra of dissolved
gases in saline aqueous environments. For example, Schadle and coworkers observed the
equilibration of both the 2360 cm-1 gaseous CO2 peak and the 2340 cm-1 dissolved CO2
peak as brine samples came to equilibrium.20

5.4.4 CO2 and Porous Solid, ZIF-8.
While in-situ measurements of the ionic liquid only show changes from
incorporation of the known CO2 bands, the gas incorporation into pure ZIF-8 causes slight
peak shifts suggesting there is some structural variation upon sorption (Figure 5-6). Ania
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Figure 5-6. In-situ FTIR of ZIF-8. Intensity changes in IR absorption with increasing
pressure in pure porous solid, ZIF-8, from vacuum up to 5 bar CO2. Arrows indicate
the direction of intensity change with increasing pressure. Scale bars represent 0.01
arbitrary units of absorbance.
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et al performed a variety of simulations using different molecular probes to verify that
polarizability, size, and shape all play important roles in the type/extent of structural
deformation imparted in the ZIF-8 structure.21

5.4.5 CO2 and 20 wt% Porous Liquid
As seen in Figure 5-7, in the 20 wt% porous liquid physisorbed CO2 peaks appear
and have higher absorbance values than those seen in the pure IL. This is consistent with
the gravimetric analysis, where incorporation of the porous material enhances the gas
sorption capability of the liquid. Even with relatively low CO2 pressures investigated here,
there are significant shifts in position and intensity of some ZIF-8 peaks (denoted by
arrows) The changes in the ZIF-8 peaks are similar in some aspects to measurements at
pressures up to 1.6GPa applied with a diamond anvil cell which produced red shifts in the
peaks at 1584, 1145, 995, and 950 cm-1 attributed to weakening of the pi bonds due to ring
distortion.10 Hu and coworkers subsequently examined high pressure CO2 loadings up to
2.6 GPa and found no pressure dependence on the C=N 1584 cm-1 mode at all, only the
appearance of 1620 cm-1 band for C=C ring stretching.22
Upon increasing pressure from vacuum up to 7 bar, significant differences arise in
the 20 wt% PL investigated in this work. For example, both the 1584 and 759 cm-1 peaks
have a blue shift when exposed to moderate pressures of carbon dioxide and decrease in
intensity. These changes in structure with respect to the C=N stretch and the ring out of
plane bending, suggest perhaps a greater opening to the window apertures of the ZIF-8.
Other blue shifted peaks include 995, 684, 653 cm-1 which decrease and increase in
absorbance repectively. A variety of other bands show decreases in intensity and red shift
including 1384, 1311, and 1146 cm-1.
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Figure 5-7. In-situ FTIR of 20 wt% PL. Changes in IR absorption with increasing
pressure in 20 wt% PL, from vacuum up to 7 bar CO2. Arrows indicate the direction
of intensity change with increasing pressure
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5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Moderate Peak Shift in ZIF-8 and Porous Liquid
Similar systems to porous liquids have been previously investigated, like a ZIF-8glycol slurry which was found to have a CO2 capacity of 1.25 mol/L at 1 bar and authors
suggest the glycol is too large to enter pores.23 However, other research has shown that the
movable imidazolate linkers add flexibility to the structure and allows the structure to fit
larger molecules than would normally be expected from the aperture size.24 It was
previously reported that extremely under extremely high pressures, ZIF-8 has some
structural deformation. However, based on results from Fairen-Jimenez and coauthors,
even low pressure gas adsorption can have similar effects on the structure of this MOF as
seen in the stepwise N2 isotherm at 77K.24 The extent of the structure distortion is
dependent not only on pressure but also the shape, size, and polarizability of sorbent gases
making for very dynamic structure properties.21 Therefore, the chemical environment
surrounding the ZIF-8, such as interactions with the ionic liquid, could have similar
aperture or gate/window opening behavior due to the flexibility of the structure.
When ZIF-8 is exposed to aqueous acid gas conditions it decomposes the MOF into
its 2-methylimidazole precursor along with a zinc carbonate in an irreversible reaction,25
where bands appear at 1335 and 1596 for the zinc carbonate/hydroxides and 3200 for
reformation of NH bond in the imidazole. However, in alternative solvents this reaction is
not seen. The hydrophobicity of the Tf2N IL, in comparison to hygroscopic liquids will
inhibit this destabilization. Narayana used Brillouin spectroscopy to study the effects of
pore occupancy on the elastic modulus of ZIF-8 and found that incorporation of gases
increase the flexibility of the structure.26 They also found significant differences at
temperatures below 270 K suggesting a possible change in the structure due to deformation
of the imidazolate linker similar to a gate opening effect seen at high pressures26
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5.5.2 Free CO2
Most FTIR studies have been done at higher pressures and temperatures, at least to
some extent due to the interference of atmospheric CO2 all begin measurements at 10 bar
or higher due to baseline fluctuations. The closest spectroscopic comparisons in literature
are primarily studying the effects of supercritical CO2 on liquids and polymers. Using a
constant purge gas prior to and throughout the duration of the measurement allows greater
sensitivity and a lowered limit of detection. The appearance of the 2360 cm-1 free CO2 peak
seen here could be a result of a cleaner background baseline. By minimizing fluctuations
in the peak of interest, long term measurements can be achieved. These comparatively “low
pressure” measurements provide a better approximation to how the systems would be used
in real world applications. In the carbon capture and sequestration process near ambient
pressures and low partial pressures of CO2 are closer to what is investigated here.
This peak is of particular interest due to the variable contributions from free carbon
dioxide in the pure components and the porous liquid. A comparison of the antisymmetric
stretching mode of CO2 between the pure gas and the dissolved gas incorporated into the
sorbents is shown in Figure 5-8. The ionic liquid shows the lowest ratio of free to dissolved
CO2 and as opposed to the ZIF-8 which shows the highest ratio. The fact that ZIF-8 signal
has a high percentage of free CO2 is intuitive since its structure has open cages in which
the gas can be stored. More interesting is the existence of free gaseous CO2 in the ionic
liquid phase. One explanation of this could be that CO2 is nonpolar and can nucleate and
grow into a microphase separated regime. Both Brennecke and Berne have extensively
studied IL carbon dioxide mixtures and found that while the IL is a good solvent for CO2,
a CO2 rich phase is a poor solvent for the IL.27-28 Because the CO2 phase is nonpolar, at
higher gas loadings nucleation of the gases could lead to microphase separation or even
macroscopic heterogeneity. This is one reason supercritical fluids such as carbon dioxide
have started gaining prevalence for use in extractions, purifications, and chromatographic
separations since a single phase is achieved.
From computational analysis, the radial distribution function suggests there are two
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Figure 5-8. Differences in the CO2 asymmetric stretching region between pure gas
and CO2 sorption into IL, ZIF-8, and PL at 1 bar (a) and 4 bar (b).
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primary configurations of the [DBU-PEG] di-cation, where the positive to positive sites
vary from a compressed 7.27A to outstretched 9.21A. The AMBER molecular dynamics
modelling shows that the cation forms a bowl shape which can expand to hold more carbon
dioxide (Figure 5-9). This molecular inclusion of CO2 in the ionic liquid can cause
swelling and expansion of the structure that could be analogous to clathrate formation or
intercalation.

5.5.3 Relative Quantitation of CO2
A preliminary evaluation of the data was done to validate the measurement, where
the peak height was plotted against the cell pressure for the precursors and the composite
PL in Figure 5-10. Both regions, asymmetric and bending modes, of carbon dioxide were
evaluated. The peak height fits a linear regression with R2 values of 0.94 or higher for each
of the free and dissolved CO2 peaks. The best correlation was found for the peak height of
the 2340 cm-1 asymmetric band of dissolved CO2 with R2 0.999+ due to negligible baseline
or sample interferences. Slightly lower correlation values were found for the bending mode
because of interference from an IL peak that overlaps the CO2 bending mode. Therefore,
the CO2 antisymmetric stretching from 2300-2400 cm-1 will be considered since it should
remain unaffected by any possible IL swelling.
Notable differences arise in the relative peak intensity between the different
samples. In general, the peak height of the free CO2 peak at 2360 cm-1 changes at a different
rate than the absorbed CO2 peak at 2340 cm-1. The free CO2 peak increases by 5.572 x 103

per bar of pressure in the pure IL, while it increases at 1.273 x 10-2 per bar in the PL. This

difference in relative intensity is interesting since the absorbed CO2 peak at 2340 cm-1
remains fairly constant, at 3.195 x 10-2 and 3.815 x 10-2 for the IL and PL respectively. A
greater change in the free CO2 versus the absorbed CO2 provides some preliminary
evidence that the incorporation of ZIF-8 allows for storage of the gas in a free cavity rather
than purely in the bulk liquid phase or in the ZIF apertures.
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Figure 5-9. Molecular dynamics showing the interactions of carbon dioxide with the
ionic liquid. The bulky cation, [DBU-PEG]2+, adopts a bowl shape that expands with
increasing CO2 concentration.
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Figure 5-10. Trends in absorbance peak heights with increasing pressure for a) IL
[DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2, b) 20 wt% PL, and c) ZIF-8
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In most systems, peak areas provide a better metric for quantitation. The integrated
absorbance for the antisymmetric and bending modes of carbon dioxide are presented in
Figure 5-11. The region of 2285-2385 cm-1 was used for integration, since it encompasses
the entirety of the CO2 signal. At low pressures the initial contributions are only from
dissolved gas. However, the signal of free CO2 becomes apparent at pressures in excess of
1 bar, so the inherent deviations from linearity would be better mitigated through a
deconvolution of the asymmetric peak. An additional ionic liquid peak at 1050 cm-1 and
ZIF-8 peak at 995 cm-1 were also monitored as a control. In both the porous liquid and ZIF8, there is no correlation between pressure and peak area. The coefficient of variation in
the peak areas is small 0.07% and 1.4% for the porous liquid and ZIF-8. However, in the
pure ionic liquid, there is a clear correlation between pressure and absorbance with a
negative slope since the incorporation of CO2 imparts swelling to the IL structure.

5.5.4 IR Pathlength
While absorption measurements are good for quantitation, measurements via ATR
are subjected to differences due to penetration depth differences that are dependent on
wavelength according to the equation:
𝑑𝑝 =

𝜆
2𝜋√𝑛12 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 − 𝑛22

Where dp is the probe depth of the IR beam into the sample, λ is the wavelength of interest,
n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the crystal and the sample respectively, and θ is the
angle of incidence with which the IR beam penetrates the sample. The evanescent wave
intensity decreases exponentially with penetration depth. The ATR diamond crystal used
here has a refractive index of 2.4 and a 45° angle of incidence. In some cases, the
penetration depth has been used by other researchers as the path length for concentration
calculations.5 However, this is not the most accurate representation of the beam path
through the sample.
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While the probe depth is important for understanding the region of the sample
matrix that is represented by the data, i.e. ATR is primarily a surface technique, to make
quantitative concentration measurements the path length must be known precisely.
Therefore, the volume of the evanescent wave should be derived from the parallel, de║, and
perpendicular, de┴, polarization of the incident beam to determine the effective path length,
de.29
𝜆1 =

𝑑𝑒⊥

𝑑𝑒∥

𝜆
𝑛1

𝑛2
𝜆 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑛1 1
=
𝑛 2
𝑛 2
𝑛1 𝜋 (1 − 2 ) √𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 − 2
𝑛1
𝑛1

𝑛2
𝑛2 2
2
𝜆
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
(2𝑠𝑖𝑛
𝜃
−
1
𝑛1
𝑛1 )
=
𝑛 2
𝑛 2
𝑛 2
𝑛 2
𝑛1 𝜋 (1 − 𝑛2 ) [(1 + 𝑛2 ) 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 − 𝑛2 ] √𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 − 𝑛2
1
1
1
1
𝑑𝑒 =

𝑑𝑒⊥ + 𝑑𝑒∥
2

By calculating the interaction volume of the evanescent wave from the ATR crystal,
we can determine the path length of the IR beam using the refractive index of the ionic
liquid or porous liquid. On average, for a single reflection diamond crystal and an estimated
sample refractive index (RI) 1.5, the average penetration depth is approximately 2
micrometers, with an effective path length of 4.36 micrometers at 1000 cm-1. From this
example, it is easy to see the significant differences between using dp rather than de. Since
the exact refractive index of these materials is unknown, an RI of 1.45 was used since it is
common for Tf2N ionic liquids. The feature of interest is the CO2 peak at 2340 cm-1,
therefore, the path of the evanescent wave will be determined for this wavelength. For the
pure ionic liquid the approximated penetration depth is 0.77 micrometers, and the
pathlength is 1.56 x 10-4 cm. The refractive index of evacuated ZIF-8 was previously
reported as 1.39, and a calculation proposed to determine the effective refractive index to
estimate for solvent filled ZIF.26 Absolute quantitation for this system may be challenging,
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but it provides a validation of the technique to compare with previous gravimetric
adsorption experiments.

5.5.5 Concentration Calculations
Using the determined pathlength, b, Beer’s law can be used to extrapolate the
concentration using the integrated absorbance, A. Peak integrations are directly
proportional to the number of groups and can be analyzed independent of peak shifts and
changes in shape. The molar absorptivity, ε, of carbon dioxide in water can be used to
approximate the concentration, c, of CO2 in the liquid phase.
𝐴 = 𝜀𝑏𝑐
The molar absorptivity of CO2 in water was determined by Maiella et al where the
value is 0.89 x 106 cm2/mol or 1.58 x 104 cm/mmol when using either peak height or peak
area respectively.30 CO2 concentration in these sorbents was calculated from the integrated
IR absorbance over the 2285-2385 cm-1 interval. The ATR calculated concentration was
0.201 mol/L atm for the ionic liquid and 0.203 mol/L atm for the ZIF-8. In previous
gravimetric determinations the corresponding concentrations were determined to be 0.051
mol/L atm for [DBU-PEG][Tf2N]2 and 0.235 mol/Latm for ZIF-8. The high error in the
ionic liquid determination is likely due to the approximated refractive index. One possible
source of error could be due to the changes in refractive index over different wavelengths,
which tend to correspond with peaks of higher absorbance. Averett and Griffiths reported
that the accuracy of the above formulas could be improved by using the refractive index as
a function of wavenumber, rather than using the average refractive index.29

5.5.6 Additional Structure Factors – XRD
To further probe the structure X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to verify the
crystal structure of the porous material and interrogate the liquid structure as well. Prior
work from Fujie et al focused on incorporating the ionic liquid into the microporous
framework and confirmed loadings of [emim][Tf2N] into ZIF-8 where the powder XRD
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showed no evidence of the broad IL peak, but rather the main difference was a variation in
intensity of the 011 and 013 peaks of ZIF-8.31 Very recently Gomes et al created two new
“liquid MOFs” using [P6,6,6,14][Tf2N] to disperse either ZIF-8 or Mg-MOF-74.
Unfortunately the XRD presented was of the materials after washing away the ionic liquid,
explaining why the ZIF-8 resembles the pure powder, however Mg-MOF-74 retained
features of the IL most likely due the incorporation of IL into the channels.32
If the porous phase is indeed isolated from the liquid phase in a non-filling
suspension, with the crystal structure and voids maintained, one would expect the XRD of
the mixture to resemble the combination of the IL and ZIF-8 in an additive pattern.
However as seen in Figure 5-12 the addition of ZIF-8 further resolved and changed the
peak structure of the IL.
Araque et al. recently published an overview that interprets the structure of ILs
based on three predominant broad peaks that have been attributed to the polarity, charge,
and adjacency of its constituent ions.33 The lowest q value is peak, typically below 0.6 Å1

, is attributed to structural heterogeneity of the sample due to differences in polarity. This

peak is absent from the data acquired here which is not surprising since there is no
significant nonpolar regime in the symmetric [DBU-PEG]2+ cation, as opposed to many
common IL cations which are comprised of long alkyl chains. The middle peak, typically
ca. 0.6-1.1 Å-1, is indicative of charge alternation which is always present in RTILs,
however its presence depends on the magnitude of individual contributions from +/+, -/-,
and +/-. The final peak, usually greater than 1.1 Å-1, is representative of the adjacency. In
the pure [DBU-PEG] IL the charge and adjacency peak overlap and appear as a broad peak
with shoulder. However, in the porous liquid the peaks are better resolved, allowing a
clearer picture of both the charge peak and the adjacency peak.

5.6 Conclusion
Although uncommon when using ATR, using a consistent purge gas through the
FTIR spectrometer provides better resolution allowing a clear picture of in-situ carbon
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Figure 5-12. XRD of pure ionic liquid (blue) and porous framework (black) with the
porous liquid (red) derived from ~5 wt% combination of the two.
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dioxide absorption at low pressures. Analysis at low pressures is beneficial because it
provides a better representation of the system as it could be implemented as flue gas sorbent
or membrane material. The porous liquid formation shows negligible changes from the
pure components. From in-situ measurements, the IL shows distinct signs of swelling even
at low pressure. The porous liquid doesn’t show signs of swelling which further suggests
the incorporation of CO2 into the interior cages of ZIF-8 rather than remaining solely in
the interfacial apertures.
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CHAPTER 6.

CONCLUSION
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6.1 Synopsis
Throughout this dissertation, a variety of carbon capture mediums were explored
including ultrathin and dense membrane materials as well as advanced ionic liquid
solvents. Conventional ionic liquids that have previously been investigated were focused
on relatively small adjustments to the functionalization. One such modification was the
lengthening of alkyl substituents, but this systematic approach inadvertently created a bias
in molar volume and free volume correlations. Through the creation of new ionic liquid
cations in chapter 3, greater free volumes in smaller molar volumes were achieved. This
addition of free volume coincided with an increase in the viscosity of the ILs. Through
evaluation of several thermophysical properties, these liquids were found to have good
thermal stability and gas permeance properties. In a review of the literature, new insights
to the proper combination of volume contributions were discovered. The combined
attributes of the bicyclic ionic liquids achieved the proper combination of solubility and
diffusivity to exceed Robeson’s upper bound of permeability and selectivity tradeoffs for
membrane separations.
In contrast to adding extrinsic volume through adjustments of packing in the liquid
phase, the incorporation of solids with intrinsic porosity have the potential to provide far
greater enhancements. It was shown in chapter 4, that through careful selection of a liquid
and solid phase, mixed matrix porous liquids can be created. These particular type III
porous liquids were comprised of nanoscale porous materials for their ability to persist in
solution showing enhanced stability in contrast to other slurries which require mechanical
mixing to avoid precipitation. The ordered crystalline structures of metal-organic
frameworks were chosen for their well-defined external apertures, making them
appropriate for size exclusion, and large internal cages, capable of gas storage. Through
the use of two different sized ionic liquid solvents, the flexibility of the zeolitic imidazolate
framework-8 (ZIF-8) structure is apparent. Only the larger solvent is successfully excluded
from the pores. Preserved internal porosity was observed, as evidenced by a significant
decrease in the density of the mixture and positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy
measurements. The porous liquid exhibits distinct enhancement of almost 5 times the
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original capacity of the pure ionic liquid phase. Additionally, the ionic liquid medium acts
as a gate to the porous material allowing for approximately 5 times higher selectivity in the
30 wt% porous liquid than the pure ZIF-8.
Different from classical liquids, the porous liquid isotherms show substantial
hysteresis and delayed desorption. This is similar to the hysteresis seen upon desorption
following capillary condensation in mesoporous materials. To further interrogate both the
formation of the porous liquid and the mechanism of carbon dioxide sorption, Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy was used. In-situ attenuated total reflectance showed that
the CO2 is physically dissolved into the pure materials and composite. However, at higher
pressures the presence of the gaseous CO2 peak emerges in both the pure and porous liquid
suggesting a dual phase system. The only change in the ionic liquid spectrum was a
decrease in absorbance from swelling of the IL structure. The integration of ZIF-8 did not
distinctly change the chemical environment of the IL, but it removed swelling of the liquid
phase at increased gas pressures, by loading of gases into the internal cages of the porous
material rather than in the extrinsic vacancies in the liquid. The ZIF-8 structure shows
greater changes on absorbance of carbon dioxide, suggesting the possibility of both
interfacial and internal absorption. Relative quantitation from peak height and integrated
areas provided insight to the fractional composition of CO2 phases present, unique to these
relatively low pressure measurements with stable backgrounds.
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